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ABSTRACT 

 

This project explores the topic of Sabbath through a radical liberationist lens in 

order to plainly exegete from Holy Scriptures the intended meaning and purpose of the 

Sabbath rhythm. Sabbath disrupts the status quo. Beginning with the weekly Sabbath, 

every person of every age and gender – including sexual minorities (namely, eunuchs), 

native and foreign born, servants and those who hold others in servitude, land and 

livestock – are called to rest. Every seven years and every seven cycles of seven years 

(i.e., the 50th year), the Sabbath rhythm develops movement that ultimately results in a 

revolution that is realized in the redistribution of wealth, canceled debt, liberation of 

slaves, and an emphasis on creation care. This project explores several case studies of 

Sabbath practice in the contexts of particular communities and congregations, namely the 

Bowery Mission, Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship, and Brooklyn Peace Center. 

Applying a Jesus hermeneutic to the Scriptures moves this work from the theoretical to 

the practical. Specifically, this project 1) incorporates Sabbath and related contemplative 

practices into a trauma-informed approach to spiritual formation for those experiencing 

trauma and 2) provides a resource for chaplains and ministers who care for those who are 

holding trauma.  
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PROLOGUE 

Over lunch, George, a long-time minister to the poor on New York City’s 

infamous Bowery, told me a story from his childhood. Born in 1929, George was raised 

in Brooklyn. As an adolescent during WWII, his mother, like many women during that 

time, was called into the workforce. Women took jobs in factories, hospitals, and wartime 

industries. George’s mom continued to care for her household and now also held a full-

time job.   

One Sunday morning, as George shares, she was hanging clothes on the line to 

dry in their backyard when her Protestant neighbor peered her head out the window and 

cried, “Mrs. McCormack, remember the Good Book says, ‘Thou shalt keep the Sabbath 

day holy.’”  

(I might add at this point that George when telling this story was always quick to 

clarify that this is the only time he recalled hearing his mother use coarse language.)  

Well, his mother, a fine Catholic woman in her own right, responded, “The Good 

Book also says, “If your ass falleth into a ditch you are to pick it up.’ And this is me 

picking my ass up out of the ditch.”  

These two 20th century Brooklynite women, in their brief exchange, draw out the 

great Sabbath questions. Who is the Sabbath for? And how should we observe this holy 

day? Compared to these two women, both ancient midrashim and contemporary 

exegetical scholarship often employ much more theological labor to get to the heart of the 

Sabbath contestation.  
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In this project thesis, admittedly, I will employ theological labor to develop the 

beginnings of a liberation theology of Sabbath. Yet, this is far from an exhaustive treatise 

on Sabbath. Rather, this is a labor that is borne from experiencing near exhaustion as a 

minister to New York City’s homeless community, as well as from encounters with 

rabbis and the Hasidic community, and a rootedness in the Christian tradition. These 

experiences and encounters led me to make a personal decision to enter into a Sabbath 

rhythm, a rhythm that has since flowed into my family, the congregational life where I 

serve as pastor at Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship, among the homeless whom I serve 

on the Bowery, and into the prospect of an entirely new work called the Brooklyn Peace 

Center.  

This new rhythm, and the ministerial contexts in which I find myself, many of 

which are among the poor and oppressed, has moved me often to the Scriptures to wrestle 

with the meaning and purpose of Sabbath. Who is the Sabbath for? And how should we 

observe this holy day? And, in particular, how might the unemployed and those 

experiencing homelessness, the incarcerated and undocumented immigrants, and other 

vulnerable members of our society, participate in a rhythm that is both liberating and 

restorative?    
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CHAPTER ONE: 

BRIEF BIBLICAL CONTEXT AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF 

SABBATH 

Sabbath and the Hebrew Scriptures 

Throughout the canon of Hebrew and Christian Scriptures there are many Sabbath 

gems to be mined. This plethora of pericopes across the Scriptures is itself an internal 

conversation on the unfolding nature and purpose of Sabbath. This conversation begins 

when God rested on the seventh day of creation, and continues when Sabbath is included 

in the Decalogue (i.e., the Ten Commandments) that God gave to Moses on Mount Sinai 

for a newly liberated people and all under their care, including land and livestock, as well 

as servants and sojourners. Throughout the Holiness Codes in Leviticus, Sabbath 

develops an even deeper rhythm that includes the shmita, a sabbatical year that occurs 

every seven years, and then the Jubilee, which is the year after seven cycles of shmita.  

And finally in the fullness of the person of Jesus of Nazareth, Sabbath becomes the 

catalyst for Jesus’ execution. Jesus provides an open view of Sabbath that is prefaced on 

his teaching that Sabbath is a God-made gift for humanity. Between each of these 

movements there are deeper layers of Sabbath’s intent for liberation, debt forgiveness, 

creation care, and so much more. 
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Considerable scholarship exists regarding Sabbath in Scriptural texts1. This 

chapter will take up a delimited task; I will highlight here several key Scriptural texts that 

emphasize the liberating nature of Sabbath. And yet, to begin, it is important to note that 

Sabbath predates even the Scriptures. This first Sabbath rhythm was observed in ancient 

Babylon. Instead of a weekly observance, Shabbatu was a monthly festival of the full 

moon. Cambridge professor and researcher, Francois de Blois developed a brief 

etymology of this Akkadian word as it relates to its Babylonian context. 

AKKADIAN (Babylonian) 
arḫu ‘moon, month, 1st day of the lunar month’ 

sebūtu ‘7th day of the month’ 

šapattu (or šabattu) ‘15th day of the month, full moon, fifteen days’ 

sebe f., sebet m. ‘seven’ 

sebū (also šebʼu, šabū) m., sebūtu f. ‘seventh’2 

 

There is an ancient correlation between Sabbath and the number seven. In 

Babylon, Sabbath occurred on the seventh day of the month. And in the Genesis story, 

Sabbath begins on the seventh day. In later developments in the Scriptures, the seventh 

year, and ultimately the seventh seven-year cycle, continues the emphasis on sevens. The 

number seven represents wholeness and completeness in many ancient Semitic cultures.  

Yet, while Sabbath is part of a calendar cycle, the implications are that Sabbath 

aims to embody a time outside of time and a space outside of space. Before unpacking 

possible layers of meaning and interpretation of Sabbath, let us turn to the Hebrew 

                                                           
1 Examples of scholarship include: Tamara C. Eskanazi, et al’s, The Sabbath in Jewish and Christian 
Traditions (NY: Crossroad, 1991); Claire Wolfteich, Re-Claiming Sabbath as Transforming Practice: Critical 
Reflections in Light of Jewish-Christian Dialogue (Berlin: LIT Verlag, 2011). 
 
2 Francois de Blois, “The Etymology of 'Sabbath',” Calendars in Antiquity and the Middle Ages, accessed 
June 11, 2020, https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/calendars-ancient-medieval-project/2015/07/15/the-etymology-of-
sabbath/. 
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peoples and their Scriptures to root ourselves in a foundational understanding of Sabbath. 

It is from this foundation that we will be better positioned to develop the beginnings of a 

liberation theology of Sabbath.  

Sabbath (as the verb   ַבת  is first mentioned in the creation narrative when God (שָׁ

rests on the seventh day. In fact, it is God’s resting on this day that makes it holy. In 

Genesis 2:2-3 (NRSV), it reads: “So God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it, 

because on it God rested from all the work that he had done in creation.” It is this resting, 

this cosmic pause that allows the re-creation to commence. This pause is a promise for all 

of creation to rest. And it is through this resting that creation begins again.  

Sabbath next appears in the Torah in the Book of Exodus. The Israelites were 

wandering in the wilderness when God provided a double portion of manna on every 

sixth day so that the overflow would sustain the people on the Sabbath day that they 

might rest. In Exodus 16:29-30 (NRSV), Moses said, “‘See! The Lord has given you the 

sabbath, therefore on the sixth day he gives you food for two days; each of you stay 

where you are; do not leave your place on the seventh day.’ So the people rested on the 

seventh day.” 

A few chapters later in the Book of Exodus, Sabbath observance is listed as a 

commandment in the Decalogue (Exodus 20:8-11, NRSV): 

Remember the sabbath day, and keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and 

do all your work. But the seventh day is a sabbath to the Lord your God; 

you shall not do any work—you, your son or your daughter, your male or 

female slave, your livestock, or the alien resident in your towns. For in six 

days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them, but 

rested the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day and 

consecrated it. 
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It is essential to note that Remember the sabbath day, and keep it holy is a commandment. 

This is legal language in a code of laws. A few chapters later in Exodus 31:14 (NRSV) it 

states that those who fail to keep Sabbath meet a severe punishment: “Observe the 

Sabbath because it is holy to you. Anyone who desecrates it is to be put to death; those 

who do any work on that day must be cut off from their people.”  

Why might the failure to keep Sabbath result in social exclusion and even 

execution? By exploring the social and historical view as to why failing to keep Sabbath 

was met with such punishment, we may also discover the roots of liberation that gave life 

to this passage and, in fact, the whole of the Decalogue. For context, the Decalogue was 

delivered to Moses on Mount Sinai for the Hebrew people, who had only months earlier 

been liberated from slavery in Egypt. For more than four hundred years, the Hebrew 

people were forced to work, but now the God of their ancestors is ensuring that men and 

women, slave and free, Hebrew and foreign-born, livestock and land receive one day of 

rest every week.  

The burden of responsibility for ensuring that each person, as well as the land and 

livestock, are allowed to rest is the person who holds power and influence. It is that 

person who makes sure their family, land and livestock, free and slave, etc., are allowed 

to rest. Thus, the guilt lays with society’s powerbrokers, and not those who have little or 

no power in society. Remember the sabbath day, and keep it holy is neither a suggestion 

nor a request. The newly liberated Hebrew people are commanded to observe Sabbath. 

This law serves to protect servants and slaves, women and the vulnerable, the earth and 

the animals from exploitation and abuse. The Hebrew people were a traumatized people, 
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wounded and hurting from their generations of exploitation, oppression and enslavement. 

And this commandment is a corrective to any future possible exploitation and abuse. 

Sabbath practice is named and developed from the Torah through the Christian 

epistles.  It might be argued that Sabbath is among the greatest legislated social 

revolution of the ancient world. It was the only day that designated rest for slaves and 

foreigners. And as the community entered more deeply into the Sabbath rhythm more 

opportunities for liberation were made available. The Sabbath rhythm deepened to 

include the shmita (שמיטה) and jubilee (יובל). Every seven years, the Hebrew people were 

called to observe the shmita, or the Sabbath year. During the Sabbath year, the fields 

were allowed to lay fallow and all agricultural activities ceased and slaves granted their 

freedom. Every 49th (or 50th) year the trumpets blasted and the jubilee, the year of 

liberation, was declared. It was during jubilee that all debts were cancelled, slaves and 

prisoners were released, and homes were returned to those who became homeless due to 

debt. 

 Sabbath is a great vehicle for liberation. Its foundational example is that of God’s 

resting on the seventh day. And from the Torah to the Prophets, the model and purpose of 

Sabbath is further revealed. As we move from Hebrew Scriptures to Christian Scriptures, 

Jesus becomes the lens through which Christians understand Sabbath, particularly in the 

context of 1st century Judean religious and social politics. 

 

Sabbath, Christian Scriptures, and the Church 
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Because much has been written about Jesus and Sabbath, I will only lightly 

examine Jesus’ practice, interpretation, and teaching on the topic of Sabbath. A guiding 

principle for my theological scholasticism in this project is to attempt to follow Jesus’ 

model of hermeneutics. Richard Rohr provides an example of this Jesus hermeneutics.  

Jesus appears to ignore most of his own Bible, yet it clearly formed his 

whole consciousness. That is the paradox. If we look at what he ignores, it 

includes any passages—of which there are many—that appear to 

legitimate violence, imperialism, exclusion, purity, and dietary laws. Jesus 

is a biblically formed non-Bible quoter who gets the deeper stream, the 

spirit, the trajectory of his Jewish history and never settles for mere 

surface readings.3 

 

Jesus was an observant Jew; and, as it states in Luke 4:16 (NRSV), he “went to 

the synagogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom.” While he faithfully observed 

Sabbath, his practice and interpretation of its meaning for the practitioner aroused the ire 

of the religious elites in Jerusalem. It must be noted that 1) Jesus’ radical exegetical 

approach to Sabbath and sacred text, as well as his Sabbath practice, which at times 

included healing the sick, ultimately led the religious elites to seek his death. And 2) it is 

Jesus’ example of Sabbath practice that provides a model of doing justice and practicing 

mercy in a way that is deeply Biblical.  

In Matthew 12:1-14 (NRSV), Jesus causes controversy twice among the Pharisees 

on one Sabbath. The Pharisees observed Jesus’ hungry disciples “pick some heads of 

grain and eat them.” And they claimed that the disciples were doing “what is unlawful on 

the Sabbath.” Jesus responded, “If you had known what these words mean, ‘I desire 

                                                           
3 Richard Rohr, “Jesus' Hermeneutic,” Jesus and the Bible, accessed November 9, 2020, 
https://cac.org/jesus-hermeneutic-2019-01-09/.   
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mercy, not sacrifice,’ you would not have condemned the innocent. For the Human One 

is Lord of the Sabbath.” Jesus is quoting the prophet Hosea, “For I desire steadfast love 

and not sacrifice, the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings.” (Hosea 6:6, NRSV) 

Jesus and the Pharisees do not disagree on the importance of Sabbath, but their 

approaches are from very different places. The scribes and Pharisees “operated out of 

their own form of case law by quoting previous sources” 4 whereas Jesus’ Sabbath 

practice prioritized mercy toward the vulnerable and is inclined toward a desire for direct 

experience with God. Jesus’ interpretation is liberating, inclusive, and ultimately salvific. 

Because Jesus’ Sabbath is focused on others (as well as self), it is also salvific for the 

whole community. As Abraham Joshua Heschel writes, “One must sacrifice mitzvot for 

the sake of man rather than sacrifice man for the sake of mitzvot.”5   

Matthew 12:9-14 (NRSV) tells the story of Jesus healing a person’s withered 

hand in the synagogue on the Sabbath. It is this story that concretizes the Pharisee’s 

judgement of Jesus as a Sabbath-breaker and puts in motion his eventual execution. This 

Sabbath contestation between the Pharisees and Jesus is coming to a head, and because of 

this conflict the Pharisees will seek to destroy his life. 

He left that place and entered their synagogue; a man was there with a 

withered hand, and they asked him, “Is it lawful to cure on the sabbath?” 

so that they might accuse him. He said to them, “Suppose one of you has 

only one sheep and it falls into a pit on the sabbath; will you not lay hold 

of it and lift it out? How much more valuable is a human being than a 

sheep! So it is lawful to do good on the sabbath.” Then he said to the man, 

“Stretch out your hand.” He stretched it out, and it was restored, as sound 

                                                           
4 Richard Rohr, “Jesus' Hermeneutic,” Jesus and the Bible, accessed November 9, 2020. 
https://cac.org/jesus-hermeneutic-2019-01-09/.   
 
5 Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1951), 5. 
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as the other. But the Pharisees went out and conspired against him, how to 

destroy him. 

 

Subverting any notions of sola scripture, Jesus makes an appeal that humans should care 

much more for one another than any legislated code of laws. It is enacted mercy that 

determines legitimate Sabbath actions – e.g. relieving hunger, providing resources to 

those in need. Healing on the Sabbath reinforces Jesus’ claim that merciful actions honor 

the Sabbath. Jesus’ acts of compassion challenge the religious and social elites’ control of 

the Sabbath. He puts the needs of the marginal and desperate ahead of status quo religion 

and those whose means make it easier for them to observe Sabbath. And it is in this 

passage that Jesus’ perceived unorthodox interpretation of Sabbath incites the Pharisees’ 

desire to destroy Jesus.  

Jesus’ midrash, or interpretation, of Sabbath deeply esteems observance as well as 

promotes and clarifies the very purpose of Sabbath practice. In Mark 2:27-28 (NRSV), 

Jesus states that he is “Lord of the Sabbath” and that “Sabbath is made for humankind.” 

Those who worship Jesus as Lord and seek to follow his teachings, are thus called to 

practice a Sabbath that cultivates compassion. And we are to receive Sabbath as a gift 

since it is made for humankind. It is a gift so precious that even God, the Gift-giver, first 

enjoyed it upon the completion of the creation cycle. The means of receiving a gift made 

by God specifically for each of us allows joy and rest for both receiver and giver. It is a 

gift of rest that overflows with justice and compassion for the world. 

The first Christians observed Sabbath because they were observant Jewish 

followers of Jesus. Initially, the Jesus movement was considered a sect or new movement 

within Judaism. Yet, in the Christian Scriptures (1 Corinthians 16:1-3; Acts 20: 7-12; 
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Revelation 1:10) and also in the Didache 14:1, Sunday, the first day, already appears to 

have grown in prominence as a day dedicated to the meeting for worship, at least in part 

because that was the day of Christ’s resurrection. Thus, the Sabbath eventually shifted for 

the church from the Jewish day of rest on the seventh day to the meeting for worship on 

the first day. In this transition, worship remained central, but most elements of Sabbath, 

and its emphasis on rest, began to disappear. 

As the Jesus movement grew beyond Judaism, and eventually permeated the 

highest echelons of Roman imperial power, there arose a strong anti-Semitism within the 

church and empire, which by the 4th century had crystallized in creeds, government-

appointed bishops and priests, and ultimately a state-sanctioned church. Yet, in the first 

two centuries of Christianity, Judaism was still considered a competitor in the realm of 

religion. And many of the early Christians found no conflict in keeping Sabbath and 

attending the meeting for worship on Sunday. As Judith Shulevitz reasons, these early 

Christians saw ‘no reason not to go to synagogue on Saturday as well as church on 

Sunday. After all, Jesus kept the Sabbath and Passover.” 

Shulevitz further makes the case for the reasoning behind how Sabbath was 

removed from Christianity: “It was Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch, under the Roman 

emperor Trajan at the very beginning of the second century C.E., who came with the term 

‘Sabbatizing.’ It echoed another term, ‘Judaizing.’ Both terms gave voice to the feeling 

that it was absurd to adhere to Jewish law in a post-Jewish age.”6 And in 364 CE, at the 

                                                           
6 Judith Shulevitz, The Sabbath World: Glimpses of a Different Order of Time, (New York: Random House 
Trade Paperback, 2011), 117-156. 
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Council of Laodicea, Sabbath observance was utterly rejected by anti-Semitic clergy. The 

Council of Laodicea, Canon 29, states: “Christians must not judaize by resting on the 

Sabbath, but must work on that day, rather honoring the Lord's Day; and, if they can, 

resting then as Christians. But if any shall be found to be judaizers, let them be anathema 

from Christ.” Thus, God’s commandment to Remember the Sabbath day was forsaken by 

an anti-Semitic church and rest was made optional. For centuries thereafter, Christian 

clergy dared not raise the topic of Sabbath, apart from using the term, on occasion, to 

mean the Sunday meeting for worship. As time went on, movements within the church 

began to develop and some began to make arguments for the relevance, and for some, the 

centrality of a Sabbath practice for Christians. 

The Church, as local congregations as well as conferences and whole 

denominations, needs to reckon with the anti-Semitism of the early church fathers as well 

as those who have carried on traditions of hate, violence and exclusion, either through 

systems and institutions, relationships, and/or pedagogies and theologies. If the Church is 

to restore a healthy Sabbath observance, either locally or more broadly, it is necessary 

that these bodies take postures of humility and repentance, and to seek ways toward 

healing and, if possible, reconciliation. One step in this reckoning and restoration, is for 

Christians to repent of the harm caused to Jewish people by Christians over the last 

almost two thousand years. There has been some movement in this area over the last few 

decades. For example, in 1998 the Vatican issued a formal apology for the Catholic 
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Church’s silence and inactivity during the Holocaust.7 Yet, the Church must go deeper in 

order to remove these tendrils that choke any promise of forgiveness.  

In attempting to develop a liberation theology of Sabbath from a Christian 

context, it is necessary to recognize how Jewish thought leaders, sages and rabbis have 

developed significant and diverse teachings around Sabbath for millennia. These 

teachings serve as an incomparable resource for Sabbath study. From the early writings 

and commentaries, such as the Talmud and Mishna, to early Medieval scholars such as 

Rashi and Rambam, to more contemporary Jewish leaders, such as Abraham Heschel and 

Amichai Lau-Lavie, Jewish leaders and teachers have significantly shaped and influenced 

Sabbath experience for practitioners in local settings and across history.  

Jewish practitioners continue to observe Shabbat from Friday sunset through 

Saturday sunset, and proponents of Ultra-Orthodox Judaism, an ethno-religious people 

group with whom I live in close proximity in Brooklyn, have developed an exhaustive list 

of activities that are prohibited on Shabbat, such as writing and erasing, business 

transactions, using the telephone, and turning on or off anything which uses electricity.8 

Christians have, at times, gleaned from Jewish Sabbath resources as they sought to find 

their way toward a Christian understanding of Sabbath. As Christians have developed 

their own understandings and interpretations of Sabbath throughout history, their 

conclusions on Sabbath practices have grown as diverse as those who follow Jesus. 

                                                           
7 William Drozdiak, “Vatican Gives Formal Apology for Inaction During Holocaust,” The Tech Online 
Edition, accessed November 9, 2020, http://tech.mit.edu/V118/N13/bvatican.13w.html.  
 
8 “The Shabbat Laws,” Jewish Practice, accessed November 9, 2020, 
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/95907/jewish/The-Shabbat-Laws.htm. 
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Sabbatarian movements have arisen throughout the history of Christianity9. 

Although the dominant view among Christians is that Sunday, the Lord’s Day, 

superseded the Jewish seventh-day Sabbath, there have been strong movements that 

propagate the importance of observing Sabbath on the seventh day. The Orthodox 

Tewahedo Church in Ethiopia and Eritrea, and the Coptic Church, which are some of the 

oldest church communions in the world, observe both the Saturday Sabbath and the 

Sunday Lord's Day. In the West, there have been renewal movements that hearken the 

church to continue practicing Biblical feasts and Sabbaths. The Seventh-day Adventist 

Church and Church of God (Seventh Day), both of which emerged during the 

Awakenings of the 19th century, hold to a literal reading of the Sabbath commandment, 

and thus worship and rest from Friday sunset to Saturday sunset.  

The Sabbatarian movement that was most influential to early United States 

history was the Puritans. The Puritans were a group of English nonconformists who were 

persecuted in England and made their way to what would become the United States 

essentially as religious refugees from the 16th to 17th centuries. Judith Shulevitz, in her 

book The Sabbath World, explains how Sabbath emerged during among the Puritans10: 

As England industrialized, regular work habits and synchronized 

schedules became the keys to success… The Sabbath also gave these 

proto-workaholics a way to escape their own hypertrophied work ethic. 

Sunday Sabbatarianism could be seen as an early form of labor 

consciousness. The Industrial Revolution was in its infancy, but the old 

guilds were dying, and in many new industries there were no guilds at all. 

Competition was cutthroat. The small producer or businessman felt driven 

                                                           
9 E.g., Puritains, 16th and 17th centuries; Seventh-day Adventist Church, established 1863.  
 
10 Shulevitz, The Sabbath World, 141. 
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to work long hours, seven days a week, and to make his apprentices and 

journeymen do so as well. 

 

The Puritans in the Connecticut colony began to develop a sophisticated code of laws to 

enforce Sabbath practice. These Sabbath rules were called blue laws, likely because the 

color of the paper they were printed on was blue. The first blue laws “made Sabbath 

church attendance compulsory; outlawed the denial of the morality of the Sabbath; 

prohibited Sabbath-breaking; and strictly punished acts of Sabbath burglary.”11 While 

most blue laws have been repealed, there are still counties across the country that do not 

permit the sale of alcohol on Sunday. Also, many labor unions have supported the 

legislation of blue laws throughout United States history.   

The church has participated in the Sabbath rhythm in myriad ways. Different 

movements of the church have interpreted and applied the Bible’s and Jesus’ teachings 

on Sabbath in different ways. From the New Testament church’s clear Sabbath 

observance to anti-Semitic bishops discouraging Sabbath practice, the early shift in 

Sabbath practice was sharp. And for many centuries the church was mostly silent on the 

practice of Sabbath. And then the Puritans came along and, although quite legalistic in 

their approach, began to return Sabbath to a place of prominence, at least for Christian 

refugees who had come to the English colonies. And within a few centuries there were 

great revivals and religious awakenings in the United States that gave birth to more 

Christian Sabbatarian movements.  

                                                           
11 Shulevitz, The Sabbath World, 147-8.  
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Recently, Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship, the church where I serve as pastor, 

sought to learn together about the history, theology, and place of Sabbath for the 

Christian today. MMF hosted a Sabbath series in which the church organized a series of 

interreligious speakers to talk about various perspectives on Sabbath. Onleilove Chika 

Alston, a Christian minister, scholar and activist, was among the speakers, as well as 

Rabbi Amichai Lau-Lavie. Alston, whose work connects the deep Hebraic roots within 

the African American and West African contexts, has traveled extensively to West Africa 

at the invitation of African Hebrew leaders to learn from their communities and also to 

teach within their communities about the importance of the Biblical calendar and the 

significance of Africa and Africans (and diasporic Africans) to the Bible story.  

In Alston’s book, “Prophetic Whirlwind: Uncovering the Black Biblical Destiny,” 

she writes, “Though many African-American, Afro-Latino/a, and Afro-Caribbean people 

have Igbo ancestry, many of us don’t know that the Igbo language, traditional religions, 

and archaeology all point to a connection to the Biblical Hebrews.”12 In her research, she 

has unearthed deep connections to Sabbath observance among Africans and people of the 

African diaspora. Alston is a member of Beth-El House of Yahweh (BEHOY), a Sabbath 

community, where she serves as minister of evangelism. According to the BEHOY 

website: 

We believe the fourth commandment of the Decalogue instructs the people 

of YHWH to observe the Sabbath, the seventh day of the week, commonly 

called Saturday. It is to be regarded as Kodesh from sunset Friday until 

sunset Saturday. It was given as a memorial of creation, and it is to be 

                                                           
12 Onleilove Alston, Prophetic Whirlwind: Uncovering the Black Biblical Destiny, (New York: Voices 
Publishing, 2019), 116. 
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used for worship and rest. Consistent with this, secular work is to be 

excluded on the Sabbath. The Sabbath is also a mark on His called out 

ones. 13 

 

Alston answers plainly the question: Who is the Sabbath for? In her interpretation of 

Mark 2:27-28, she writes, “the Sabbath was made for man (i.e., all of humanity) and not 

the Jews only. And Yahshua is Master of it.” She continues that according to Isaiah 

66:23, the “Sabbath will be recognized in the new earth after Yahshua's return.” Alston 

continues:  

As the Hebrews were coming out of slavery the commandments were 

provided not to be another bondage but to teach the Israelites how to live 

in justice and shalom with one another and all of creation. The 

commandments of The Most High God lead to freedom...The 

commandments were a tool to aid the Hebrews in becoming fully human 

after having their humanity denied as slaves. Reflect on the Sabbath- the 

commandment to rest on the seventh day. Many believe keeping the 

Sabbath is being under bondage to the law, but put yourself into the 

sandals of a newly freed Hebrew slave who did not have any control over 

their work schedule. For a newly freed slave, a day of no work would 

sound like freedom- not bondage...Most of the Ten Commandments have 

to do with our relations with each other. One cannot truly be free without 

right relations with your brother or sister.14 

 

Alston reorients Sabbath so that Christians understand its significance from the 

perspective of the enslaved and most marginalized. While Sabbatarian movements have 

aimed to shift the Sunday meeting for worship to a Saturday observance, there needs to 

be a renewed interrogation as to why Christians should practice Sabbath, and how to 

expand this practice so that all, especially the marginalized and oppressed, might benefit. 

                                                           
13 “Statement of Doctrine,” Beth-EL House of Yahweh, accessed September 19, 2020, 
https://www.behoy.org/about-us.  
 
14 Onleilove Alston, “Sabbath As Resistance,” The Upper Room, accessed September 19, 2020, 
https://www.upperroom.org/news/1216?fbclid=IwAR1Kt0idRr2Afb04GJu-
tFQZM_VckGlr5iuCjE94hNtrvo2rRrlp3YQRl4s.  
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Many Sabbath renewal movements, from the 17th century Puritans, the Adventists who 

emerged during the Great Awakenings, through to contemporary movements, have 

placed more weight on when to observe Sabbath rather than why to observe Sabbath. 

Following Alston’s understanding of Sabbath as the result of liberation, let us now 

explore a Sabbath practice that is rooted in both liberation theologies and the Radical 

Anabaptist peace witness.  
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CHAPTER TWO: 

SABBATH AND LIBERATION THEOLOGY 

Liberation Theologies 

Socially and historically, liberation theology first emerged in the 1960s and ‘70s 

among the world’s marginalized and oppressed people groups who were then organizing 

for rights, equality, and to overturn systems of oppression and domination. The 1968 

publication of Paolo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed was among the first books of 

that generation to give voice and provide a praxis-based approach to the work for 

liberation. A few short years later, Catholic priest and theologian, Gustavo Gutierrez 

published his seminal work, A Theology of Liberation. Many credit Gutierrez as well as 

Leonardo Boff, and the martyrdom of Oscar Romero, for laying the foundation and 

providing the catalyst for the development of liberation theology, particularly in Latin 

America. 

Some of the principles that emerged as foundational to liberation theology are 

drawn from Catholic social teachings, such as preferential option for the poor. Gutierrez 

writes: “A spirituality of liberation will center on a conversion to the neighbor, the 

oppressed person, the exploited social class, the despised ethnic group, the dominated 

country.”15 This spirituality of liberation is not about changing the other. Rather, its focus 

is on recognizing God in the most vulnerable, and allowing one’s self to be transformed 

                                                           
15 Gustavo Gutiérrez, A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics, and Salvation, (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 
Books, 1988), 118. 
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through authentic relationships with those on the margins and underside of society, i.e. 

the oppressed. 

Liberation theology is rooted in both a Jesus hermeneutic, emphasizing his gospel 

proclamation to “liberate the oppressed,” (Luke 4:18) and also the Exodus story of the 

Hebrew people’s emancipation from captivity in Egypt. As Gutierrez writes: “To place 

oneself in the perspective of the Kingdom means to participate in the struggle for the 

liberation of those oppressed by others.”16 These teachings, in their approach to 

decentering power, are controversial in capitalistic, hyper-militarized societies because 

they aim to subvert systems of domination.  

Capitalism and militarism, and other such systems that dehumanize persons and 

whole segments of society, need to perpetuate the systems and structures that sustain 

them so that they may remain in control. Yet, Jesus’ teachings to identify with the poor 

and oppressed come directly from the sacred scriptures. And there is a direct tension 

between how this world operates and how Jesus teaches his followers to live into the new 

reality. The ways and values of the world to come (or, as it is called in Hebrew, Olam 

haBa) are countercultural to business as usual in the world in which we currently exist. 

These themes of liberation are throughout the scriptures and in the late 1960s and early 

‘70s, theologians were discovering the language to communicate these Biblical truths.  

In 1969, two years before Gutierrez published A Theology of Liberation, and more 

than three-thousand miles away in the American Midwest, James H. Cone published 

                                                           
16 Gutiérrez, A Theology of Liberation, 116-7. 
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Black Theology and Black Power, which was followed a year later by A Black Theology 

of Liberation. Cone writes:  

Theology is always identified with a particular community. It is either 

identified with those who inflict oppression or with those who are its 

victims. A theology of the latter is authentic Christian theology, and a 

theology of the former is a theology of the Antichrist.17   

 

While Gutierrez was developing a liberation theology in South America, Cone was 

developing a Black liberation theology in North America. Cone argues that theology is 

always contextual and that sides must be chosen.  

Let us examine Mary’s song as an example of how context impacts a scripture 

passage. The story begins with Mary of Nazareth who, upon learning that she was 

pregnant with the Christ, visited her cousin Elizabeth where the Holy Spirit fell upon 

both of them, and she sang this prophetic song, as documented in Luke’s Gospel, about 

the Promised One she was soon to birth. The heart of the song is as follows (Luke 1:52-

53, NRSV):  

He has brought down the powerful from their thrones,  

and lifted up the lowly;  

he has filled the hungry with good things,  

and sent the rich away empty. 

 

A proper approach to context is essential to exegete with integrity, and to provide 

transparency and authenticity in regards to subconscious or intentional eisegesis. 

Locating a theologian, both socially and historically, helps to reveal implied biases they 

may have when exegeting a pericope. For example, a white aristocratic German 

theologian in the 19th century and a black transwoman theologian in the 21st century will 

                                                           
17 James Hal Cone, A Black Theology of Liberation, (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1989), 6. 
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surely have different interpretations of Mary’s song and how it applies to the society in 

which they live, respectively. 

It is also important to examine the historical and social context of the pericope 

itself, as well as the characters within it. For example, when Mary is purported to have 

sung this song, she was unwed and, in fact, her relationship with Joseph had been 

scandalized due to her pregnancy. Mary lived and spent her entire life in Galilee, an 

occupied territory that served as a hotbed of insurgency against the Roman Empire. This 

context adds significance to the meaning of the words she sang. Mary, like Cone and 

Gutierrez, calls us to choose a side. We either identify with the oppressed in her song 

(e.g., the poor and lowly, the food-insecure) or we side with the Roman Empire and all 

that it represents (e.g., systems of oppression and domination). When the context is 

ignored, the dominant culture who interprets sacred text will too often universalize or 

overly spiritualize verses and passages that challenge current systems.  

Liberation theologians are rooted in the awareness of their social and historical 

context, and these theologians, through their work, seek to undergird and provide 

theological credence to social movements that prioritize the poor and oppressed. 

Liberation theology has produced a wide swath of deeply contextualized liberation 

theologies, such as womanist, dalit, minjung, and mujerista theologies. Womanist 

theology employs traditions, practices, scripture, and Biblical interpretation through the 

lens of African American women. Delores Williams, author of the seminal Womanist 

work, Sisters in the Wilderness, uses the Biblical story of Hagar to address historical and 
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contemporary issues related to poverty, exploitation, slavery, exile, and encounters with 

God.  

Dalit theology emerged among the Dalit caste in the latter half of the 20th century 

in India. Dalit theologians are especially drawn to the story of Jesus’ encounter with the 

Samaritan at the well (John 4), as a sign of Jesus’ embrace of the Dalits. Minjung 

theology emerged in the political and cultural context of South Korea in the 1970s. 

According to Heung-soo Kim, “minjung is present where there is sociocultural alienation, 

economic exploitation, and political suppression.”18 And mujerista theology is rooted in 

the Latina women’s experience. Liberation theology has produced and continues to 

produce deeply contextualized theologies that emerge from identities ranging from 

nation, culture and ethnicity, as well as gender and sexual orientation, and increasingly 

these theologies are emerging from the intersections of these multiple identities. 

Liberation theology is on-the-ground, with-the-people and from-the-people 

theology. It is an affirmation of the value of including and prioritizing voices of the 

oppressed in the conversation to change systems and power structures. Womanist 

theologian, M. Shawn Copeland writes, “Womanist analysis is not idealist, believing that 

to know the good is to choose it; rather, womanist critical cognitive praxis concludes in 

decision that leads to action, to transformation in religion and society.”19 It is from rooted 

                                                           
18 Heung-soo Kim, Minjung Theology: People as the Subjects of History (New York: Orbis Books, 1983), 94. 
 
19 M. Shawn Copeland, Deeper Shades of Purple: Womanism in Religion and Society, ed. S. Floyd Thomas, 
(New York: New York University Press, 2006), 230. 
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socio-historical specific contexts that a universal movement for liberation emerges and 

societies have the possibility for transformation. James Cone writes: 

To be a ‘slave of all’ is to recognize that the struggle of liberation is for 

all. This recognition does not make one submissive to unjust powers, but 

humble before Jesus Christ who is the Lord of all. His presence in our 

midst requires that we subordinate our personal interests to the coming 

liberation for all… The struggle for liberation is the service the people of 

God render for all, even those who are responsible for the structure of 

slavery.20  

 

All are called to participate in this liberation movement. And yet those who are part of 

the dominant system are seldom willing to heed Jesus’ words, “Go, sell what you have 

and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow Me.” 

(Matthew 19:21, NKJV) It is hard to give up even unearned privileges, and thus 

heteronormativity, patriarchy and white supremacy persist. As a former student of Dr. 

Cone at Union Theological Seminary, I recall on several occasions that he would note 

how white people were often quick to get to the work of reconciliation, but too often 

failed to recognize that their “foot was still firmly placed on the neck of the oppressed.” 

Thus, liberation must precede reconciliation. And for there to be liberation, there needs to 

be a reckoning with the truth. Cone writes in God of the Oppressed: 

Because white theologians are well fed and speak for a people who control 

the means of production, the problem of hunger is not a theological issue 

for them. That is why they spend more time debating the relation between 

the Jesus of history and the Christ of faith than probing the depths of 

Jesus’ command to feed the poor. It is theologically much more 

comfortable to write essays and books about the authenticity or non-

authenticity of this or that word of Jesus than it is to hear this Word of 

liberation, calling the humiliated into existence for freedom.21   

                                                           
20 James Hal Cone, God of the Oppressed (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 199), 7, 138. 
 
21 Cone, God of the Oppressed, 49. 
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As a cis-gendered man of European descent, it is important that I, and others with 

a shared identity, take a continual posture of repentance to enter into what Cone calls 

“ontological blackness.” This “blackness” is an identification with the oppressed and 

marginalized, regardless of one’s skin color. It is to feel with those who suffer and to 

engage in the work to overturn oppressive relationships and systems, and to check one’s 

own privileges. It is important at this point to personally share, albeit briefly, how I was 

drawn toward the work of liberation theology. 

 

A Personal Journey toward Liberation Theology 

While a seminarian, I met with James Cone during office hours and confided that 

when I was a young teenager, probably about 13 years of age, I thought to myself that 

had I been born black I believed that my pain and angst would have made more sense. He 

asked me why I believed such a thing. And I explained how I felt stunted by my lack of 

access to opportunities that my peers had, such as participating in summer league sports, 

and that I never fully felt accepted at any of the new schools I attended except by other 

children whose families were of the same or similar economic means. Dr. Cone 

explained, whether rational or not, I had experienced ontological blackness. He explained 

that this experience or understanding is a deep identification with not only black people 

but others who experience oppression. 

Both of my parents were teenagers when I was born. I was raised by my mother 

and grew up in trailer parks and subsidized apartments. We moved twenty times by the 

time I graduated high school due to the various destabilizing forces that exist for a young 
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mother (e.g. limited resources, limited social network, gender wage gap, increased 

potential for exploitation and abuse based on class and gender, etc.).  My mother was 

raised in an abusive household and lived in several foster homes during her childhood. 

And yet, she persevered. She graduated high school and eventually went on to earn a 

degree in computer programming.  

Most of my childhood we lived below the poverty line, yet, that marginal position 

also provided me the opportunity to watch my mother overcome seemingly 

insurmountable odds to eventually find stability, college education, and healthy 

relationships. Both of her parents were Scandinavian American, and our family line lived 

in Wisconsin ever since our ancestors arrived with the first wave of Norwegian 

immigrants in the 1840s. This identity and what we called Norse values, such as 

stubbornness and hard work, likely helped my mother to persevere. 

My father’s family was much more stable than my mother’s. They were working 

class, Christians, and my paternal grandfather’s line was Anabaptist in both faith and 

cultural identity since the 17th century. My grandfather often told me stories of our 

Anabaptist ancestors. I was fascinated by the martyr stories and the descriptions of how 

our ancestors, namely the Hutterites, lived in collectives, practiced pacifism, and had a 

radical approach to faith and spirituality. Of note, my grandfather’s direct ancestral 

lineage flourished with stories of those who were persecuted, had epiphanic visions, led 

movements (including the Hutterite migration to the United States), founded historic 

churches, and courageously proclaimed the Gospel. For a child in a single-parent 
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household, these stories captured my imagination and provided a deep taproot that helped 

to deeply shape my identity.  

 I have often said that I get my religion from my father’s side and my faith from 

my mother. Witnessing my mother struggle and suffer, yet overcome, gave me the 

resolve to press on and overcome the limited, or rather, limiting structures I found myself 

within. She emphasized the importance of education and, because she was bullied and 

suffered abuse at home, she instilled in me the importance of cultivating empathy and 

identification with the most vulnerable. She also believed, and continues to believe, in the 

possibility of systemic transformation, and there were even times when my mother and I 

took part in various social and political actions, such as marches and protests. In some 

ways, my mother is very much a liberationist, and she laid the groundwork for me to 

grow and continue to participate in liberation movements. 

 At my first job in ministry, at Youth Ministries for Peace and Justice, located in 

the South Bronx, which is the poorest congressional district in the United States, there 

was a weekly time of reflection as part of the staff meeting. At one of these reflections, a 

question was asked: What is your first political memory? I recalled my mother and I 

living in Gulfport, Florida, when I was six years old. We lived in a multicultural 

community where our neighbors were African American, Laotian, Vietnamese, and 

Cuban. Our roommate, Sylvia, was originally from Mexico. Although we were all poor, 

we lived in what felt like, at least to a child, a vibrant community. My mother had an 

abusive boyfriend who we briefly lived with in Florida until he forced us out of the home 

we shared with him, and thus he made us homeless. We landed on our feet, moved in 
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with Sylvia, my mother’s coworker, and I was placed in a new school. We hoped for a 

new start where there would be less harm for our family and perhaps even space to heal 

and grow from that violent experience. 

Although the abusive boyfriend had kicked us out of his home, we were also 

hiding from him. Time passed, and we lived peacefully in our little community in 

Gulfport until, one day, while Sylvia was away at work, my mother’s ex-boyfriend 

showed up to our apartment. I don’t know how he found us, but he was drunk and 

claimed to have a gun. He went from pleading for us to let him in, and how sorry he was 

for the harm he had caused, to threats of violence if we did not let him in. My mother 

called the police repeatedly and they never came. Eventually, he left. When Sylvia 

returned, I told her what had happened and how we called the police and they never 

came. She replied: “They don’t care about us.” Those few words shook me to my core 

and, in a sense, radicalized me. From that point forward, my trust in such institutions as 

the police, military, and even government quickly wavered.   

The experiences of my childhood coupled with my grandfather’s sacred stories of 

our ancestors deeply shaped my worldview and eventual theological imagination. When I 

heard Dr. James Cone in my first course, Systemic Theology 102, at Union Theological 

Seminary, describe ontological blackness, I found a theology that gave language to my 

lived experience, even as a cis-gender, White man. And I began to more deeply ask: How 

might I lay down my unearned privileges to make way for the fullness of God’s liberative 

proclamation? How might I participate in decentering power? And, in postmodernity, 

where society is fragmented, what is the interplay of centers and margins? Lastly, how 
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does my context and personal narrative give shape to my theology, particularly as it 

relates to questions related to whom Sabbath is for? 

 

Radical Spirituality 

Liberation theology places value on personal experience and social-historical 

context. Personally, my context, while aligned with liberation theology, is rooted in the 

radical spirituality of the Anabaptist tradition, specifically Mennonite, a historic Peace 

Christian denomination that originated as part of the Radical Reformation of the 16th 

century.  

It is important to establish a working definition of two key terms – radical and 

spirituality. As cofounder, alongside my wife, Vonetta Storbakken, of Radical Living, a 

youth program in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, we have learned that “The word radical 

comes from the Latin radix, which means from the root. Today the word radical is 

commonly associated with revolution.”22 Whereas radical means from the root, 

revolution means to overturn. Radical and revolution are kindred terms, but not 

synonymous. To be radical, in this context, is to seek to understand the origins, intents 

and purposes of, for example, a movement or a practice. Revolution calls for us to 

overturn the current system – revolution, from a Christian perspective, is akin to 

repentance (i.e., metanoia) as it is a personal turning from sin; and at a deeper, 

sociological, level, it is a turning from one’s complicity with a failed system (e.g., 

                                                           
22 “Homepage,” Radical Living, November 6, 2018, https://radical-living.org/about/, accessed December 3, 
2020. 
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systemic racism, etc.) toward the promise of a system that is equitable and inclusive of 

those who have too often been excluded from society’s benefits. A Christian, by their 

very nature, should be radical (and revolutionary), especially since we worship a savior 

who was executed by the empire on the grounds that he was an insurrectionist. Jesus was 

crucified because he placed himself in opposition to world systems, and called his 

disciples to identify with the kindom of heaven, rather than the political systems and 

identities of this world. 

The next term, spiritual, according to Paul’s first letter to the church in Corinth, 

means to try all things, examine, investigate, inquire into, question, and discern all things 

(1 Cor. 2:15).23 The root of the word spiritual is spirit, in Hebrew ru’ach and Greek 

pneuma – words synonymous with breath and wind. In a sense, spiritual practice, or 

discipline – or essentially finding the means by which to enter a sacred rhythm – allows 

the practitioner the opportunity to participate in that movement of divine breath, to 

encounter and experience a deeper reality. According to the website of the Valparaiso 

Project on the Education and Formation of People in Faith, a project curated by Dorothy 

Bass, “A spiritual practice is any regular and intentional activity that establishes, 

develops, and nourishes a personal relationship with the Divine in which we allow 

ourselves to be transformed.” 24 How this looks when embodied is different according to 

                                                           
23 The Amplified Bible, Grand Rapids (MI: Zondervan Bible, 1983). 

 
24 “Spiritual Practice: Definition Breakdown,” accessed September 19, 2020, 
http://spiritualpractice.ca/what/what-2/.   
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historical and social context, denominational identity, and other factors. And Anabaptist 

spirituality has its own identity markers. 

Anabaptists were thus part of the Radical Reformation. The 16th century 

Protestants set out to reform the Catholic Church, but ultimately created a new movement 

called the Protestant Reformation, which spawned countless denominations and practices. 

Conversely, participants in the Radical Reformation set out to get to the roots of why 

Christians believe as they do. For example, Martin Luther developed the general concept 

of a “priesthood of all believers” (borrowed from the Epistle to the Hebrews), but 

continued to maintain a strict separation between clergy and laity. Anabaptists took his 

teaching and adapted it to create a congregational-based, (mostly) non-hierarchical 

movement of Christians. Anabaptists also stood apart from Catholics and Protestants in 

their rejection of creeds. Instead, these Anabaptists took Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount as 

their creed, if ever they had one, and they took at face value Jesus’ words to “love your 

enemies” and “do good to those who hate you” and to “pray for those who mistreat and 

persecute you.” Because of these distinctives, Anabaptists are often referred to as Third 

Way Christians. 

The Radical Anabaptist peace witness has a deep history, yet, among many 

Anabaptist and Mennonite churches, there is, at times, a tendency to rest on the laurels of 

this radical history. It is important to explore a brief history of Anabaptists to begin to lay 

a theological foundation for this Sabbath exploration. Adult baptism was a radical notion 

in 16th century Swiss and German principalities. The Anabaptists, or re-baptizers, were 

seen as anarchists and subversives in large part due to their position on adult baptisms. In 
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those days, one’s baptismal certificate also served as a birth certificate. Thus, an infant 

would be baptized into both the church and the state. By entering into a second baptism, 

it was perceived by local authorities that this then-new movement was rejecting their 

citizenship, which, in some respects is true. Theologically, they chose to identify as 

citizen of God’s kindom. And they refused to pay war taxes and participate in wartime 

activities. This caused great concern among the authorities, who then mobilized to 

persecute and martyr members of the Anabaptist movement. 

The Radical Reformation birthed and gave inspiration to other groups, such as the 

Mennonites and Amish, Hutterites, Brethren churches, and also Quakers and English 

separatists. A seemingly simple act, adult baptism, served as the catalyst for movements 

of people to create alternative lifestyles that emphasize a commitment to nonviolence and 

social transformation through Christian discipleship, namely following Jesus’ teachings, 

especially the Sermon on the Mount. 

When I began my Sabbath practice at home, it did not take long before it moved 

into other areas of my ministerial life. As a bivocational minister, I work at both the 

Bowery Mission and as pastor at Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship (MMF), which is a 

member of the Atlantic Coast Conference of the Mennonite Church USA. MMF is a 

progressive congregation that is deeply connected to the Historic Peace Church 

Movement. Since the early 1990s, the congregation has met at the 15th Friends Meeting 

House in the Gramercy neighborhood of Manhattan. It was among the first congregations 

within the denomination to adopt an LGBTQIA+ welcoming and affirming position. 

MMF is radically inclusive in many ways, value interregious and cross-cultural dialogue, 
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and as a small, yet nimble community of about 55 people, the congregation, resonant 

with many Anabaptist communities, aims to unearth the roots of their beliefs, practices 

and traditions to live more fully into their faith.  

The congregation joined me in learning about Sabbath, reading articles and books, 

hosting Sabbath meals, and organizing a speaker series that included Rabbi Amichai Lau-

Lavie and Minister Onleilove Alston to provide perspectives on Sabbath. The season of 

Sabbath exploration was launched with a Sabbath meal/vision dinner. These meals 

provided an opportunity for fellowship and connection in a new way. We were 

intentional in gathering on Friday evening and invited church members into our home to 

practice Sabbath. The goal of the meal was to set a foundation in a Sabbath meal practice 

and cast vision for the coming season of the church. The Sabbath meal was akin to our 

family’s practice. At sunset, we turned down the lights and gathered around the table. 

One person rung the bell, another lit the candle, a next person provided a reading, in this 

case it was the church’s Statement of Faith. And then a prayer was offered for the meal 

and our gathering. By centering ourselves in a Sabbath rite, we communally acted both a 

commandment and promise of God, and made space for our vision planning to draw from 

a place bigger than any of us. As a congregation, we continued to study why and how 

Sabbath should be practiced, as well as for whom Sabbath was designed. 

During MMF’s communal worship, study, and fellowship during this season, we 

learned of only one Anabaptist Sabbatarian movement. This movement occurred in the 

16th century and led by a marginal historical character named Andreas Fischer. In my 

upbringing I never heard of Andreas Fischer or the Sabbatarian Anabaptist sect that arose 
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on the heels of the Radical Reformation. It was not until I was installed as pastor at MMF 

that a congregant asked me if I had ever heard of Fischer. He then shared that a former 

congregant of the church, Daniel Liechty, actually wrote the book, Andreas Fischer and 

the Sabbatarian Anabaptists.25 It is also important to note that, apart from Liechty, 

MMF’s first pastor, John Rempel, who edited the denomination’s Minister’s Manual and 

wrote several books on sacraments in the Free Church, was also rooted in a Sabbath 

practice and lived theology that emphasized the importance of a Sabbath rhythm. These 

precedences, i.e. Liechty and Rempel’s teachings, provided an openness on the part of the 

church to enter into these conversations on Sabbath. 

Liecthy’s work details a Sabbatarian sect of Anabaptists in 16th century 

Eastern Europe. And this work appears to be the only scholarly book written 

about this sect. These Anabaptist Sabbatarians were short-lived and there are no 

primary sources from the practitioners. In order to develop a historical picture of 

this movement and their theology, Liechty pieced together their theology and 

practice through documents written by Andreas Fischer’s opponents. According 

to Liechty, Fischer made a distinction in the Bible between the moral law and the 

ceremonial (or priestly) law. The moral law, according to Fischer, was the 

absolute, universal law, and Sabbath, as one of the Ten Commandments, qualified 

as a moral law and should thus be observed. According to theologian and scholar 

George Hunston Williams, Fischer “considered the seventh-day Sabbath as a 

                                                           
25 Daniel Liechty, Andreas Fischer and the Sabbatarian Anabaptists: an Early Reformation Episode in East 
Central Europe (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1988), 85-196. 
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memorial of creation and of the eternal covenant, confirmed by Christ and the 

usage of the apostles.”26 

Although Fischer claimed that Sabbath practice was part of the moral law, he and 

his followers began to also practice circumcision. Akin to the Puritans, these Anabaptist 

Sabbatarians shifted from a radical interpretation and application of Sabbath toward 

forced adherence to strict religious rules that were not applicable to their faith 

communities.  

Yet, it needs to be asked: Is it possible that Sabbath might move its practitioners 

away from flagrant religiosity and toward deeper liberation, hope and redemption? 

Relatedly, since baptism in the 21st century is perceived as non-political and merely a 

spiritual practice, what next ritual, or embodied act, might serve as a new inspiration for 

movement that intersects the personal, social, political, and spiritual? And might an 

engaged Sabbath rhythm awaken followers of Jesus to participate in movements for 

healing and justice and social transformation?  

There is a strong connection between contemporary Catholic social teachings and 

Anabaptist peace teachings, and liberation theology provides the connective tissue 

between these teachings. Liberation theology is incarnational, and requires faithful 

adherents to Jesus’ teachings to cultivate empathy for the poor and oppressed, to seek to 

be in relationship with those who suffer, and to work together for the liberation of all. As 

the early Anabaptist practice of rebaptism caused a disruption in the social fabric of 16th 

                                                           
26 George Huntston Williams, The Radical Reformation (Ann Arbor, MI; Truman State University Press, 
1983), 344. 
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and 17th century European principalities so strong that governments began to persecute 

and execute those who participated in these movements, so too did Jesus’ interpretation 

of Sabbath cause the religious powerbrokers of his time to seek his death. Let us shift 

toward an attempt to construct a theological approach to Sabbath that is contextual and 

emphasizes the importance of praxis. 

 

Theological Reflections 

 The word theology comes from the Greek θεός (theos) for God, and λόγος (logos) 

for word or talk, and thus translates as something akin to God-talk. The term God-talk is 

used predominantly by womanist, feminist, mujerista, and other liberation theologians27. 

It is, in essence, an attempt to relocate theology from the ivory halls of Christendom to 

the people, the church, and local communities. It is from a reflection on one’s lived 

experiences, and from one’s multiple contexts (e.g., personal, social, gender), that 

theology is developed and formed.  

As I shared earlier about my personal journey toward liberation theology, my 

theology is formed from multiple sources, including, but not limited to, my social and 

economic location as a child and now as an adult. Yet, there are two formal mediums that 

helped to intentionally shape my theological imagination. First, ecclesiologically, as a 

Mennonite minister, I am formed by the witness of the Historic Peace Church. It is this 

                                                           
27 E.g., Rubén Rosario Rodríguez, Racism and God-talk: A Latino/a Perspective (NYU Press, 2008); Delores 
Williams, Sisters in the Wilderness: The Challenge of Womanist God Talk (Orbis, 1993); Rosemary Radford 
Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Toward a Feminist Theology (Beacon Press, 1983) 
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radical Anabaptist peace witness that has guided my faith and provided the ground from 

which I have learned to be a disciple and follower of Jesus of Nazareth. Second, it has 

been academic settings, such as Union Theological Seminary in the City of New York 

where I earned a Master of Divinity, and currently Boston University School of Theology 

where I am working toward completion of the Doctor of Ministry, that have challenged 

and strengthened my pedagogical and intellectual perspectives of the ekklesia and its 

roles in the world.  

The intersection of the Anabaptist peace witness and deeply contextualized 

theologies of liberation, bolstered by my time at Boston University School of Theology, 

have provided the foundation to develop the beginning of a liberation theology of 

Sabbath. In this section, I aim to develop the beginnings of a Sabbath liberation theology 

to explore the personal, social, and cosmic dimensions of time. As this topic is quite 

expansive, and due to the constraints of this thesis project, this section is the first steps 

toward a liberation theology of Sabbath. 

 

Sabbath Practice and Personal Transformation 

The Book of Genesis tells the story of everything coming into creation over the 

course of those first six days. And God spoke over each day, “It was good.” Yet, the 

seventh day transcends goodness, and is called holy – “So God blessed the seventh day 

and hallowed it.” As we seek to enter, or at a minimum grasp an understanding of the 

importance of participating in a transformative Sabbath rhythm, let us begin with a 

question: How do we orient ourselves toward a hallowed day? One response to this 
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question is to shift the paradigm as to how Sabbath is perceived. Rather than perceiving 

the Sabbath as an obligation to be observed, or a commandment to be fulfilled, we might 

find blessing when shifting our understanding to experience Sabbath as a gift to be 

received. Sabbath is not merely rest from work. It is sharing with the Creator in the gifts, 

fruits and joys of creation. It is resting and re-creating with God. We are renewed through 

the Sabbath rhythm; moving from the worldly activities of the six-day week and the 

Sabbath Day, we return to a world that desires the newness of Sabbath peace. 

Jesus teaches, “Humankind is not made for Sabbath. Sabbath is made for 

humankind.” (Mark 2:27, NRSV) And similarly, Abraham Heschel writes, “The Sabbath 

is not for the sake of the weekdays; the weekdays are for the sake of the Sabbath. It is not 

an interlude but the climax of living.”28 Sabbath is not simply a break from routine; it is 

the very purpose and embodiment of how we are to live into God’s fullness and 

abundance. Heschel continues: “Unless one learns how to relish the taste of Sabbath 

while still in this world, unless one is initiated in the appreciation of eternal life, one will 

be unable to enjoy the taste of eternity in the world to come.”29  

Due to the many burdens that so many people carry, Christians and non-

Christians alike feel the weight of their world as they move through the week. The world 

takes its toll, life’s stressors overwhelm, and, for Christians, it can be all too easy to 

forget our calling and even one’s identity in Christ, or as some traditions say, lose your 

witness. Sabbath practice provides a corrective that helps us to reclaim our identity as 

                                                           
28 Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1951), 14. 
 
29 Heschel, The Sabbath, 14. 
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noble priests, children of the Living God, and heirs to a kindom. Sabbath helps us to 

prioritize what is important, and helps cultivate a deeper sense of presence with and love 

for God (as well as ourselves and others). Through intentional participation in a 

restorative rhythm, Christians begin to live and work throughout the week from the 

overflow and abundance of the Sabbath event. 

At this point, permit me to share my initiation or invitation into Sabbath and the 

journey that led me into the arms of the Sabbath Queen. In some ways this journey began 

in 2007, the year I was married and formally entered into ministry. Within two years, my 

wife and I had our two children, a girl and a boy. Little did I know that according to the 

Hebrew calendar, 2007 was a shmita, a Sabbath year. Those seven years were fruitful, yet 

exhausting. Alongside my wife, we founded the Radical Living Christian community, a 

twenty-plus member cohousing community in Brooklyn. Meanwhile, I worked full-time 

as development director at Youth Ministries for Peace and Justice and then joined the 

Bowery Mission where I have served the last ten years in various roles related to spiritual 

formation and direction. Also during this time, I served part-time as a pastor at a small 

Presbyterian Church USA congregation in Queens. And in the midst of that work, I 

attended Union Theological Seminary as a full-time seminarian in the Master of Divinity 

program. Atop this work and these studies, I authored my first book, Radical Spirituality: 

Repentance, Resistance, Revolution (Orbis, 2014). By the end of these seven years, my 

work-life balance was not sustainable, and I began to feel its weight.  

In 2014, the next shmita, I was taking a class in Clinical Pastoral Education at 

Jewish Theological Seminary. The class was geared for clergy from across faith 
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traditions. Among my classmates was Rabbi Amichai Lau-Lavie, a scion of a rabbinic 

dynasty that goes back 39 generations. Rabbi Lau-Lavie, named as one of the United 

States’ most inspiring rabbis,30 is founder of Lab/Shul, which, according to its mission 

statement, is “An artist-driven, everybody-friendly, God-optional, pop up, experimental 

community for sacred Jewish gatherings based in NYC, reaching the world.”31 One day, 

after class, as Lau-Lavie, and I walked together, I shared with him some of the personal 

and professional challenges that I was then experiencing.  

Amichai shared with me that the year we met, and the year of this conversation, 

2014, was a shmita year in the Hebrew calendar. He counseled that rather than doing so 

much, that I reorient myself toward rest and the anticipation of a next newness. Over the 

following years, I interacted with Amichai by attending a couple of services at Lab/Shul, 

inviting him to participate in a Sabbath speaker series at Manhattan Mennonite 

Fellowship, and by meeting with him for conversation at the Lab/Shul office. His counsel 

that day arrived at the right moment, and served as the catalyst to eventually draw me 

toward a Sabbath rhythm.  

Amichai’s initial counsel came shortly before an encounter with a Hasidic boy in 

the Williamsburg neighborhood of Brooklyn. One Friday evening as I was bicycling 

home from the Bowery Mission through the Hasidic Jewish part of the neighborhood, I 

was moved by the many Hasidim who were preparing for Shabbat. One young boy called 

                                                           
30 Roxanne Greenstein, “Amichai Lau-Lavie,” The Forward, May 15, 2016, accessed September 19, 2020, 
https://forward.com/series/rabbis/2016/amichai-lau-lavie/. 
 
31 “Homepage,” Lab/Shul, accessed September 19, 2020, http://www.labshul.org/. 
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out to me and asked if I would go to his home to turn on an electric water heater, an 

activity forbidden under the 39 Melachot,32 which are thirty-nine categories of activity 

that are identified as forbidden under rabbinic law. When I entered the boy’s home, 

delicious aromas wafted in the air and the family was joy-filled. In many ways, this scene 

reminded me of my grandparents’ home on Sunday after church services. And it was at 

this moment, in this Hasidic home, when Rabbi Amichai’s words returned to me, Rest. 

This encounter was confirmation for my deep desire and need to enter into a Sabbath 

rhythm.  

 Over the next couple of months I began to develop a Sabbath rhythm and 

experiment with how my personal and familial practice might look. Sabbath practice was 

a new and uncharted territory for our family. We were influenced by the sights and 

sounds and persons in our community. We live in the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood 

of Brooklyn. Bedford-Stuyvesant is one of the largest African American communities in 

the United States; it also consists of West Indians, European Americans, Hasidim, 

Africans, Latinx, and people from across the economic spectrum. Our community also 

boasts an incredibly diverse array of religions. And, at times, there is an interplay 

between the sights and sounds of these different faith traditions. 

Around sunset every Friday night we hear three distinct sounds. First, about 

fifteen minutes before sunset, we hear the whistle from the Hasidic synagogue alert the 

ultra-orthodox Jewish community that Sabbath is about to begin. At sunset, the Sabbath 
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whistle blows to announce that Sabbath has officially commenced. And when the sun is 

completely set we hear the muezzin at the Nigerian mosque calling Muslims to maghrib 

prayer. We are immersed in a richly pluralistic and religious community. As a minister, 

Sunday is work and did not feel like a true Sabbath. The whistles, the call to prayer, and 

the fact that Sabbath begins Friday at sunset, all provided good reasons for us to enter 

into the Sabbath rhythm on Friday night.  

 Initially, my wife and I opened our home to friends, other family members, and 

neighbors to join us in this Sabbath celebration. These Sabbath gatherings gained 

momentum. Neighbors and friends joined us every Friday evening for a meal and to 

explore Sabbath lessons from the Scriptures. Eventually, people we did not even know 

began to join our Sabbath gathering. Throughout the week, I created liturgy and 

maintained communications with those interested in joining our Sabbath work. I soon 

realized that our Sabbath had become exactly that, another type of work. The Sabbath we 

were practicing was essentially a continuation of the intentional community we had 

developed in our neighborhood. And as a family, we realized that participation in a large 

intentional community was not what we needed.  

If my family and I were to truly experience Sabbath, we would need to shift for 

whom this Sabbath is for, deepen our practice, and slow down together. We needed to 

learn how to observe Sabbath as a family before we invited others to join us. Over time, 

we developed a sustainable rhythm that is both restful and playful for our family. We 

shifted gears and deepened into a familial Sabbath practice. We studied scriptures related 

to Sabbath and began to learn about its importance as a family. This study in turn 
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provided a deeper Sabbath experience for our family. The focus on togetherness and 

resting in God’s presence began to unfold new layers of restoration and renewal that 

eventually began to overflow into all areas of our life.  

The praxis of Sabbath is the crux of transformation. It is important to provide 

meaning and a paradigm when enacting the Sabbath event, particularly in social and 

family contexts. My wife and I aim to imbue our Sabbath evening with a quality of 

specialness. Every Friday I arrive home with a bouquet of flowers and sometimes a bottle 

of wine. The most special meal of the week is prepared and we always have a dessert. At 

sunset, as a family we tear a veritable hole in the fabric of space-time and enter into 

eternity, a time outside of time. My wife lights the candle and speaks a blessing over the 

family and provides the invocation for our transcendence. One child rings the bell to 

usher us in. And another child provides an appropriate reading, which might be poetry or 

a passage of Scripture. And then I provide a blessing for our meal and our time of 

togetherness. At times, we change roles. Such rhythms and activities serve to cultivate a 

sense of awe and wonder and an appreciation of beauty.  

Sabbath practice is a uniquely religious and spiritual experience that occurs in a 

variety of spaces, such as church, synagogue and home. The space where Sabbath occurs 

is important. In Sabbath and the City, Bryan Stone and Claire Wolfteich write: 

Sabbath space can be found in different kinds of places, but those places 

will shape the practice of Sabbath. Different spaces draw out stillness or 

busyness… Sabbath keeping can change the kind of encounter one has 

with God in a certain place – patterning us according to a different rhythm, 
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opening up different experiences of the sacred, making room for different 

kinds of relationships in that place.33  

 

Our family Sabbath is practiced primarily in our home and, on occasion, throughout our 

neighborhood. During Sabbath, our relationship to our home and neighborhood is 

transformed. New qualities are taken in. On warm evenings, our stoop and our neighbors’ 

stoops, seem transformed into thrones. With Sabbath eyes we begin to see ourselves and 

others as God sees us. Everyone is royal. Everything is holy. Beauty and light and the 

fullness of life seem to manifest in the lives of those around us.  

And yet the tension of the world we live in still exists. Parents banter, children 

fight, and the world’s stresses continue to attempt to disrupt our Sabbath rhythm. A 

purpose of Sabbath practice is to disrupt the world’s disruptions, to undermine the daily 

stresses with a deep understanding of our purpose in eternity, and to reclaim a deeper and 

truer identity. Cultivating these higher qualities help to carry us through the week, so that 

we do not get too weighed down by the burdens of the world. 

An important aspect of our Sabbath practice is the cultivation of dignity. At 

dinner we welcome the Sabbath Queen and at the table we practice proper table manners 

and proper table talk. While we aim to do this throughout the week, it seems somehow, 

although not always, more successful at our Sabbath meal. After the dinner table is 

cleared, we occasionally take long walks where we deeply observe the movement of 

clouds, the swaying or stillness of trees, and the minutiae and grandeur of creation. As 

Paul writes in his Epistle to the Ephesian, we “walk circumspectly… redeeming the 
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time.” (Ephesians 5:15-16, KJV) On these long walks, my wife and I remind our children 

(and ourselves) to walk well and remember that because God, who is our mother and 

father, reigns over all creation, we too are nobility, we are heirs of a holy kindom and its 

ambassadors in this world. We reclaim our identity during Sabbath, and rest as nobles, 

trusting that the kindom is in order.  

 A variety of activities may occur in our home on Sabbath. Some Sabbaths we read 

and write poetry; other times we tell stories and we have even created storytelling games, 

such as Three Objects where the storyteller is given three random objects which must 

become significant objects in the stories we weave. And many Sabbaths include some 

kind of dance party in our home. In regards to religious activities, we at times practice 

mindfulness exercises, meditate, pray, and participate in ecstatic worship. We emphasize 

joy and aim to experience eternity. On a practical level, we cease spending money, limit 

use of technology, and only accept phone calls from family or friends.  

It is important to note that Sabbath preparation teaches time management and also 

creates joyful anticipation. And, among other values, Sabbath teaches the value of self-

care. Children learn that school work (and other forms of work) cease for Sabbath. 

Recently, my daughter, who is in 7th grade, wanted to complete a school project during 

Sabbath. She is a hard worker and an excellent student. I shared with her the importance 

of Sabbath, but what really spoke to her was the explanation that research has shown that 

productivity decreases, as well as mental acuity, etc., when we do not take breaks. My 

daughter gladly received that explanation, and joined us for Sabbath. 
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It is in the emptying of ourselves of these other things, in this slowing down, that 

we meet God, or at the very least it is the time when we are reminded that it is God, and 

not us, who weaves time and space, and invites us into a deeper rhythm of hope and joy. 

Learning to embody Sabbath and enter into this space with both joy and reverence is akin 

to Courtney Goto’s idea of revelatory experience. In her work The Grace of Playing she 

writes, “...revelatory experiencing involves more modest learning encounters and exists 

on a continuum with revelation.”34 She continues, “…revelatory experiencing draws 

attention to the human role in preparing for, receiving, and participating in the processes 

of Spirit.” Preparing for Sabbath and entering into Sabbath provides an unfolding reality 

of the divine and as the practice continues over weeks, seasons, and years, revelation as 

to its purpose and power also continues to unfold.  

Goto’s thesis in this work also supports that argument that Sabbath is not meant 

primarily to provide social benefits, although that might be a secondary or even tertiary 

result of observing Sabbath. Sabbath is a gift and gifts are meant to be enjoyed. Thus, for 

example, a child who receives a gift of a toy car will enjoy it greatly. And the gift-giver 

will be greatly satisfied to see the gift provide the child with such joy. Yet, the fact that 

play promotes the development of motor skills as well as social relations is often unlikely 

at the forefront of the gift-giver’s thought. 

One’s understanding of self, society, and creation continues to unfold as we seek 

to embody Sabbath. Genesis 1:27 (NRSV) reads: 

So God created humankind in his image, 
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    in the image of God he created them; 

    male and female he created them. 

 

Humanity, male, female and all humanity along the entirety of the gender 

spectrum, is made in the imago of the creator God. This word – imago – is also the root 

of imagination. Thus, we are called to be creative, imaginative beings. We are called to 

be vessels through which God’s grace is poured out to the world. When we embody 

Sabbath, we empty ourselves of our self and are filled to overflow with the love of God. 

Spiritual and social formation begins in the home. Beliefs and practices are handed down, 

interpreted and reinterpreted, within religious communities and through families. Sabbath 

observance serves as a transformative family practice to cultivate compassion and 

develop a sense of justice. 

The following story of Jesus contending with Martha and Mary (Luke 10:38-42, 

NRSV) is not stated to have occurred during Sabbath, but it does exemplify the value of 

nearness and presence, as well as ceasing and resting, which are key Sabbath themes. 

Now as they went on their way, he entered a certain village, where a 

woman named Martha welcomed him into her home. She had a sister 

named Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet and listened to what he was 

saying. But Martha was distracted by her many tasks; so she came to him 

and asked, ‘Lord, do you not care that my sister has left me to do all the 

work by myself? Tell her then to help me.’ But the Lord answered her, 

‘Martha, Martha, you are worried and distracted by many things; there is 

need of only one thing. Mary has chosen the better part, which will not be 

taken away from her.’ 

 

Jesus is a guest in Martha’s home where she is occupied with her many tasks, and her 

sister, Mary, is sitting, much to Martha’s agitation, with Jesus. Martha takes her case to 

Jesus who says, “Martha, Martha, you are worried and distracted by many things; there is 

need of only one thing. Mary has chosen the better part.” He does not state what the one 
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thing is that is necessary, but it would appear that Mary is enacting that one thing – she is 

resting in Jesus’s presence, trusting that all is well as she sits near her Lord. This deep 

resting is a requirement for a deep, full restoration of being.  

Abraham Heschel writes, “Rest on the Sabbath as if all your work were done.”35 

And, as followers of Jesus, we would do well to trust in Jesus’ final words on the cross, 

“It is finished.” We work from the finished work of Jesus on Calvary. And believe that 

Sabbath too is salvific. Yahweh says to a weary Israel: “In returning and rest you shall be 

saved; in quietness and in trust shall be your strength.” (Isaiah 30:15) As God the Creator 

and Christ the Savior practiced Sabbath, we too must lean into that Sabbath promise. In 

the Epistle to the Hebrews, in the Christian canon, it states: “Therefore, since the promise 

of entering his rest still stands, let us be careful that none of you be found to have fallen 

short of it… There remains, then, a Sabbath-rest for the people of God; for anyone who 

enters God’s rest also rests from their works, just as God did from his.” (Hebrews 4:1, 9-

10, NRSV) The Sabbath promise remains for all the people of God. 

Sabbath practice only takes one day per week, but this one day makes all the 

difference. Ronald Heifitz states that more than 98 percent of human DNA is the same as 

the chimpanzee. It only took a two percent change “to give humans extraordinary range 

and ability.”36 This description aptly summarizes the benefits of the Sabbath experience. 

Through subtle, adaptive changes that incorporate Sabbath into our week, and 
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contemplative pauses into our day, we are able to even increase our quality of life. 

During Sabbath, we listen for Jesus to say, Rest and I’ll breathe into you. And then on the 

new days you will be ready to go out and make new worlds.  

The Sabbath commandment calls adherents to keep the Sabbath day holy. In turn, 

our Sabbath participation shapes our holiness. Sabbath practice is rooted in the Hebrew 

and Christian Scriptures, embodied in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, and steeped in 

tradition. These sources provide a framework from which individuals, families, and 

communities are able to cultivate compassion and develop deeper social consciousness 

and engagement. Sabbath practitioners are transformed by our participation in this 

rhythm. And as the weeks, seasons, and shmitas deepen over the course of years and 

decades and generations, the Sabbath invitation expands to invite all to rest in God’s 

presence, especially those who suffer and are wearied by the world. And for the masses 

who are wearied – e.g., immigrants, the incarcerated, those experiencing homelessness – 

Sabbath is a movement that not only renews and transforms persons and families, but 

whole communities, society, and the systems and structures that impact real lives.  

  

Sabbath Practice as Vehicle for Social Transformation 

Sabbath is a rhythm; rhythm creates movement and movement creates revolution. 

Jesus’ Sabbath practice challenged the status quo in 1st century Judea. It must be asked: 

Why did this seemingly innocuous commandment in the Decalogue disrupt and subvert 

the dominant culture in such profound ways? And might Sabbath practice in the 21st 

century also serve to create greater equity, liberation and redemption in a capitalistic, 
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hyper-militarized society? But, before attempting to respond to these questions, let us 

return to the first question posed at the start of this thesis: Who is the Sabbath for? By 

identifying for whom Sabbath is intended, we will better reveal the liberating power of 

Sabbath. Let us reorient ourselves to the fourth commandment in the Decalogue (Exodus 

20:8-11, NRSV).  

Remember the sabbath day, and keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and 

do all your work. But the seventh day is a sabbath to the Lord your God; 

you shall not do any work—you, your son or your daughter, your male or 

female slave, your livestock, or the alien resident in your towns. For in six 

days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them, but 

rested the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day and 

consecrated it. 

 

When exegeting this pericope in light of ways that the Sabbath commandment 

aims to serve as a vehicle for social transformation, it is important to recognize for whom 

Sabbath is determined, and particularly those who are specifically named as protected 

under this commandment. God begins by stating plainly that “the seventh day is a 

Sabbath to the Lord your God.” Sabbath begins with God, and from God continues to 

expand to all creation. And the initial audience to receive the Sabbath commandment was 

the newly liberated Hebrew people.  

God says to Moses, “…you shall not do any work…” The “you” in this passage is 

not only Moses, but all of those who, like Moses, have power and influence over others 

(e.g., those who have families, servants, land and livestock). The work of liberation must 

include all peoples so that there might be true and sustained liberation. Patriarchs and 

landowners must be included in this rest, and eventual redistribution. God continues to 

clarify for whom the Sabbath is intended and next includes sons and daughters. As 
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implied in this verse, Sabbath is for males and females, parents and children, young and 

adult. And as the Sabbath movement deepens, it is made clear that Sabbath is not only for 

the wealthy landowning patriarchs and their children, it is also for the laborers, servants 

and slaves. It is for the livestock and also the resident aliens in the land. 

It is important to note that Sabbath is for both servants and those who hold others 

in servitude. As Lila Watson, the Australian aboriginal activist, has said: “If you have 

come here to help me, you are wasting your time. But if you have come because your 

liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together.” The work of liberation is 

mutual transformation. It begins with personal relationships and has the possibility to 

expand to the transformation of social systems. Onleilove Alston provides a deeply 

contextual Sabbatarian perspective from her experience as an African American woman, 

activist, and minister. She writes: 

As a daughter of slaves, Sabbath was a revolutionary act. Many Christians 

sadly think Sabbath is bondage to the ‘law.’ But this theological belief 

came from white men who never had to toil under the burden of slavery. 

Sabbath was created because our Creator did not give us an identity rooted 

in what we produce but an identity rooted in who we were created to be: 

bearers of Yahweh’s image. Sabbath is a sign that the Creator sanctifies 

us—not our work or what we can produce. We are not saved, valuable, or 

significant because of what we do. Yes, justice work is commanded by 

scripture, needed and important, BUT so is rest so that we can heal and 

connect with The Most High God and each other. Sabbath is a divine 

pause that allows us to be refreshed by the ruach (spirit) to impact our 

world not through striving and busyness but through the transforming 

power of justice, love and compassion. Long before Christian missionaries 

came to Africa, my ancestors knew this. For me Sabbath is an act of 

resistance against white supremacy and capitalism that has connected me 

in a deeper way to The Creator, my neighbor and myself.37 

                                                           
37 Onleilove Alston, “Sabbath As Resistance,” The Upper Room, accessed September 19, 2020, 
https://www.upperroom.org/news/1216?fbclid=IwAR1Kt0idRr2Afb04GJu-
tFQZM_VckGlr5iuCjE94hNtrvo2rRrlp3YQRl4s. 
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Sabbath takes personal commitment and investment if there is to be transformation. And 

it begins by remembering: “Remember that you were slaves in Egypt.” This re-

membering calls Sabbatarians and the faithful adherents to be empathetic to those who 

suffer, and revolutionary in our posture to transform society. In remembering, we are also 

working toward social change.  

As Rabbi Amichai teaches:  

You Sabbath because you remember what it’s like to be someone who’s 

underpaid and overworked. You remember what it’s like to be enslaved. 

You remember what it’s like to be below minimum wage. You remember 

what it’s like to be in the mercy of a boss who doesn’t care about you, but 

only about the bottom line. Because we have that memory of Egypt. Of us 

being slaves.38 

 

Sabbath, from a biblical perspective, restores order to a disordered society, allows broken 

pieces to be recollected into wholeness, and serves to fill those who are emptied, 

exploited and oppressed, due to social inequalities, with a fullness of God’s peace and a 

sense of the eternal value that each person holds but too often forgets as society 

perpetuates economic injustice, racial bigotry, homophobia, and more forms of –isms and 

societal schisms.  

 The Sabbath movement deepens and develops from a day of rest to complete and 

utter liberation for all creation. Beyond the weekly Sabbath, the shmita, the sabbatical 

year, occurred every seven years. During the sabbatical year all land is left to lay fallow 

and all agricultural activity ceased. “For six years you are to sow your fields and harvest 

                                                           
38 Amichai Lau-Lavie, #RevLove19: Why Sabbath Is a Tool for Social Change, Lab/Shul, August 7, 2019, 
accessed September 19, 2020, https://labshul.org/sabbath-for-social-change/. 
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the crops, but during the seventh year let the land lie unplowed and unused. Then the 

poor among your people may get food from it.” (Exodus 23:10-11a, NRSV) 

Deuteronomy 15:1 (NIV) provides two other important Sabbath year commands: “At the 

end of every seven years, you must cancel debts” and slaves are to be set free. Sabbath 

observance consistently considers the welfare of the poor and marginalized in society. As 

this Sabbath rhythm develops, it creates a revolutionary social movement. After seven 

shmita comes the culmination of Sabbath: the Jubilee. Leviticus 25:8-10a (NRSV) 

describes the Jubilee: 

You shall count off seven weeks of years, seven times seven years, so that 

the period of seven weeks of years gives forty-nine years. Then you shall 

have the trumpet sounded loud; on the tenth day of the seventh month—on 

the day of atonement—you shall have the trumpet sounded throughout all 

your land. And you shall hallow the fiftieth year and you shall proclaim 

liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for 

you. 

 

The Sabbath rhythm – from weekly, to every seven years, to every fiftieth year – 

becomes increasingly radical as it develops. The social implications for Jubilee far 

exceed land regulations. The land did lie fallow as in a regular Sabbath year, but society 

was also transformed – family homes that were lost due to debt over the last fifty years 

were restored to the original families, debts were cancelled, and slaves were set free. The 

Sabbath rhythm allows all of creation to rest, and also creates a movement for social 

revolution.  

As an adherent to Jesus’ teachings, and a believer in his works and witness, this, I 

deeply believe, is the Sabbath of which Jesus says, “So the Son of Man is Lord even of 

Sabbath.” (Mark 2:28, NRSV) In Jesus’ first public message, at his local congregation in 
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Nazareth, he proclaimed the “year of the Lord’s favor,” that is, Jubilee! And this is the 

holistic vision of a Sabbath that is not just a day of the week, but a glimpse of the fullness 

of God’s promises of abundance. And yet some throughout the Scriptures resisted 

participation in the liberating power of the Sabbath rhythm.  

While the intention of Sabbath was to provide social transformation, many, 

particularly the wealthy and powerful, observed Sabbath as a religious obligation but 

failed to understand the true meaning of its practice. God through the prophet Amos 

attempted to provide a corrective through a powerful rebuke. 

Hear this, you that trample on the needy, 

    and bring to ruin the poor of the land, 

saying, ‘When will the new moon be over 

    so that we may sell grain; 

and the sabbath, 

    so that we may offer wheat for sale? 

We will make the ephah small and the shekel great, 

    and practice deceit with false balances, 

buying the poor for silver 

    and the needy for a pair of sandals, 

    and selling the sweepings of the wheat.’ (Amos 8:4-6, NRSV) 

 

The wealthy elite of Amos’ time observed Sabbath, but could not wait for the day 

to be over so that they could continue exploiting and abusing the poor. Sabbath is always 

related to issues of justice. In a message by Amichai Lau-Lavie entitled “Why Sabbath is 

a Tool for Social Change” presented at Marble Collegiate Church’s Revolutionary Love 

conference in 2019, he taught: “The Hebrew word Shabbat, translated as Sabbath, means 

sit… It also means stop as in sabotage for the corporate system that doesn’t like us to 

stop. But we are being reminded to stop. Stop the machine. Because we are not 

machines.” He continued: 
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Whether we are religious or spiritual or none… Whether we come from 

the Judaic or Christian or Muslim [traditions], from Eastern and other, 

what does it mean for us to reclaim the sense of Sabbath so we can be 

better, so we can do better, so we can disrupt and interrupt the systems that 

hold us back, and that we can thrive, and not just survive, as humans and 

as humanity.39  

 

The prophets consistently provide a clarion call that Sabbath is meant to serve as a 

radically inclusive invitation for all to participate in God’s movement. This Sabbath is 

intended to give rest to the overworked and disenfranchised. And through this rest comes 

a social change that privileges those outside of centers of power and influence. And as 

God makes clear through the prophet Isaiah, sexual minorities and immigrants, those too 

often dismissed and maligned by society, are upheld as God’s exalted.  

Thus says the Lord: 

    Maintain justice, and do what is right, 

for soon my salvation will come, 

    and my deliverance be revealed. 

Happy is the mortal who does this, 

    the one who holds it fast, 

who keeps the sabbath, not profaning it, 

    and refrains from doing any evil. 

Do not let the foreigner joined to the Lord say, 

    “The Lord will surely separate me from his people”; 

and do not let the eunuch say, 

    “I am just a dry tree.” 

For thus says the Lord: 

To the eunuchs who keep my sabbaths, 

    who choose the things that please me 

    and hold fast my covenant, 

I will give, in my house and within my walls, 

    a monument and a name 

    better than sons and daughters; 

I will give them an everlasting name 

    that shall not be cut off. 

And the foreigners who join themselves to the Lord, 

    to minister to him, to love the name of the Lord, 

                                                           
39 Lau-Lavie, #RevLove19: Why Sabbath Is a Tool for Social Change, 2019. 
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    and to be his servants, 

all who keep the sabbath, and do not profane it, 

    and hold fast my covenant— 

these I will bring to my holy mountain, 

    and make them joyful in my house of prayer; 

their burnt offerings and their sacrifices 

    will be accepted on my altar; 

for my house shall be called a house of prayer 

    for all peoples.’ (Isaiah 56:1-7, NRSV) 

 

 Again, this is the Sabbath of which Jesus is Lord. In fact, Jesus quotes directly 

from this passage in Isaiah when he addressed the temple merchants: “My house shall be 

called a house of prayer.” And upon looking at for whom the “house of prayer” is for, we 

see plainly that it is “for all peoples,” and the inclusion of the eunuch and foreigner 

underscore this intentional, radical inclusion of those too often marginalized and kept 

from God’s house. The purpose of the Sabbath rhythm is to create a movement for social 

transformation, to include those who are often excluded, to allow rest and renewal for all 

creation – i.e., every human being and even the land and livestock – and thus to cultivate 

compassion so that justice might be done, and a new world might enter in. 

It is important to recognize that in this passage it is the eunuch who is chosen as 

God’s exalted outcast and exemplar of Sabbath practice. The queering of Sabbath is akin 

to the queering of covenants and, later, the church. From restricting eunuchs from 

entering the temple (Deuteronomy 23:1) to the exemplary status afforded them in Isaiah, 

authors of Bible books are in conversation with one another. And through these inter-

scriptural conversations, social views and restrictions have the possibility to change and 

be transformed. The word eunuch in Koine Greek, pronounced eunouchos, literally meant 

‘a keeper of the bed.’ Over time, the term eunuch took on different meanings. Because 
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they were trusted advisors to the royal court, the word eunuch became a title for certain 

court officials. Consider if we referred to the U.S. president’s advisors with the title, 

eunuch? Jesus only mentions eunuchs in one verse in the Christian Scriptures (Matthew 

19:12, NRSV) and he does so in a radically subversive way.  

For there are eunuchs who have been so from birth, and there are eunuchs 

who have been made eunuchs by others, and there are eunuchs who have 

made themselves eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of heaven. Let 

anyone accept this who can. 

 

Let us replace “eunuch” with “sexual minority” and we have a Jesus hermeneutic by 

which to absolutely welcome and affirm members of the LGBTQIA+ communities. Jesus 

identifies with the eunuchs and even calls others to follow in the example of eunuchs. 

Scholar Megan DeFranza writes: 

Out of his great compassion for outcasts, Jesus took up the shameful 

identity of the eunuch and turned it upside down into an identity for his 

disciples — a personal identity that did not conform to the gender ideals of 

the ancient world. Just as Jesus transformed the cross from a symbol of 

defeat into a symbol of victory, he brought eunuchs in from outside and 

raised them up from shame and suspicion to become icons of radical 

discipleship…40 

 

The choice of eunuch as exemplar of Sabbath practice is subversive and 

revolutionary in its modeling of a sexual minority as model citizen. In this deepening, 

God, through the prophets, even shifts in language from giving Sabbath to males and 

females, to providing Sabbath for non-binary people, sexual minorities, and others on the 

margins and underside of society. God’s movement of liberation moves from the 

individual and personal experience of rest, toward an emphasis on Sabbath as a 

                                                           
40 Megan K. DeFranza, Sex Difference in Christian Theology: Male, Female, and Intersex in the Image of 
God (MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2015), 104. 
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movement for social justice and equity for whole groups and (under)classes of people 

who have been discriminated against, to eventually a cosmic Sabbath where new heavens 

and a new earth breaks forth from the husk of the old world. It is that cosmic Sabbath to 

which we now turn our attention. 

  

Sabbath and Space-time 

The Christ moment moves us beyond chronos and into Kairos. Christ’s birth 

ushers in the fullness of time. Jubilee is declared. The trumpets sound. Christ is come. 

Days and times and seasons are important, and every moment is an opportunity to enter 

into the fullness of the Christ event. As Paul wrote in his letter to the Galatians, “But 

when the fullness of time had come, God sent his Son...” And when we move toward the 

end of the narrative to Jesus’ execution, the very moment of Christ’s death, the Scriptures 

state: “…the curtain of the temple veil was torn in two.” (Matthew 27:51, NRSV) The 

temple veil separated the people from entering the Holy of Holies, which was said to host 

the very presence of God. When Christ died and the temple veil was rent, people now, 

through Christ, were able to enter God’s presence.  

Analogous to the tearing of the temple veil, physicists theorize that the universe is 

like a thick fabric. During an Amateur Astronomers’ Association lecture by Robert 

Coyne, entitled “Crescendo of the Cosmic Symphony: Gravitational Waves and the New 

Frontier of Astronomy,” he explained that gravitational waves cause ripples, and there are 
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even tears, caused by black holes and other cosmic anomalies, in this space-time fabric. 41 

Thus, in a sense, the death of Christ was more powerful than all the black holes in the 

universe. Black holes tear holes and cause ripples and waves in space-time, but Christ’s 

death on the cross, not only tore the temple veil, it also tore through the entire universe to 

make a way for all of us to enter into God’s presence, which is both within and beyond 

the physical universe.  

Quantum physicists theorize that all time actually exists at once. This is 

impossible to grasp, yet we find support for this theory in one of God’s titles, the Alpha 

and Omega. God is both beginning and end, and God is all now. And while all time and 

space exist within God, God also exists separate from time and space. Sabbath is a form 

of cosmic disruption. Sabbath moves us beyond our mundane and linear concepts of time 

and space, and moves us toward the restful, joyful presence of God where we encounter a 

Cosmic Christ.  

Sabbath is, in many senses, a time outside of time. A new space opens when we 

come into this holy presence. The spaciousness of Sabbath reorients a person toward awe 

and wonder. Epiphanic experiences provide new perspectives, and help one to understand 

grander scales of reality and existence. When a person encounters the Divine on a 

consistent basis, and when a person participates in a rhythm that cultivates anticipation 

for holy encounters, there is the increased probability that worldly woes and 

commonplace anxieties diminish. When one draws from this rich reservoir, we remember 

                                                           
41 “Amateur Astronomers’ Association of New York Lecture, with Robert Coyne – YouTube,” accessed 
September 19, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lezZVMQ1LLo. 
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that our value is eternal because we belong to both eternity and the One who breathed all 

creation into being. 

 Jesus, Lord of Sabbath, through both birth and death, is also the Cosmic Christ. 

This Christ helps us to move from the particular toward the universal. In the Gospel 

narrative, Jesus of Nazareth is a 1st century Judean rabbi and healer whose identity 

gradually unfolds until he is recognized as the Christ, i.e., the anointed one who saves all 

of creation. Accordingly, throughout the Scriptures, a particular day, Sabbath, becomes a 

taste of eternity for all to enter in. Sabbath practice helps practitioners to understand what 

physicists already know: space-time is stretchy. And by recognizing the importance of 

the slow arc, or rather a time outside of time, rather than tethering ourselves to outcomes 

in the present, we shift into a greater trusting because we have the perspective of different 

types of times and spaces. In ancient Greek, there are two words for time: Chronos, 

which is sequential, quantitative time, and Kairos, revelatory, qualitative time. The Christ 

shifts into Kairos, and from that fullness we are able to participate in the transformation 

of the world that operates by chronos time. 

Richard Rohr explains this Kairos as akin to “deep time,” a term introduced by 

John McPhee who describes the concept in this way: “Consider the Earth's history as the 

old measure of the English yard, the distance from the King's nose to the tip of his 

outstretched hand. One stroke of a nail file on his middle finger erases human history.”42 

Rohr elaborates, “When you fall into deep-time, it’s not Thursday anymore. It’s not fall 

                                                           
42 John McPhee, Annals of the Former World, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2000), 77.  
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anymore. It’s the way things always are. It’s a deeper level of experience, deeper level of 

truth, deeper level of self and life.”43  

 Sabbath provides practitioners access to deep time through contemplation. Rohr 

continues, “Evolutionary thinking is contemplative thinking because it leaves the full 

field of the future in God’s hands, and not controlled by my performance, my 

contribution. And agrees to humbly hold the present with what it only tentatively knows 

for sure.”44 Many in the United States who were raised in an evangelical Christianity, as 

well as much of the mainline church, did not have the opportunity to learn about 

contemplation, let alone a concept of deep time. Instead American religion has too often 

embodied a transactional relationship with God. For example, many evangelicals and 

fundamentalists have encouraged potential proselytes to say the Sinner’s Prayer and be 

saved, or, per another example expounding the transactional nature of certain forms of 

religion, adherents are expected to believe certain, specific tenets of the faith in order to 

be correct, such as rapture theology or speaking in tongues. Transactional religion, if not 

matured into a religion of inclusive love, tends to lead to sequential thinking, which 

diminishes mystery and the gift of not knowing. And may develop disciples who are 

prone to judgment and harsh reproof against that which they do not know or understand. 

There is real tension between modern and postmodern worldviews; binary and 

non-binary expressions of believing and being; dualistic thinking and unitive 

                                                           
43 Richard Rohr, Another Name for Everything, podcast audio, April 18, 2020, 
https://podcasts.apple.com/mw/podcast/universal-christ-in-deep-time/id1452609613?i=1000471858684 
 
44 Richard Rohr, Another Name for Everything, podcast audio, April 18, 2020. 
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consciousness. Sabbath helps us to move beyond binary thinking and even linear time. 

Living in the in-between space, the liminal place, wrestling with concepts such as deep 

time, grant practitioners the gift to live into the space of the eternality of now. Sabbath 

provides us access into deep time, and even into the holy of holies. When we live in God, 

we find ourselves oriented toward resurrection, deep time, and the promise of newness. 

This awe and wonder is cultivated, and we are able to find ourselves sitting with clouds 

and trees and the Earth herself, simply experiencing the essence of being. Carlo Rovelli, 

in his book Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, writes: 

This strange, multicolored, and astonishing world that we explore—where 

space is granular, time does not exist, and things are nowhere—is not 

something that estranges us from our true selves, for this is only what our 

natural curiosity reveals to us about the place of our dwelling. About the 

stuff of which we ourselves are made. We are made of the same stardust 

of which all things are made, and when we are immersed in suffering or 

when we are experiencing intense joy, we are being nothing other than 

what we can’t help but be: a part of our world.45 

 

 The actions of those who inhabit our terrestrial planet reverberate throughout the 

universe, and even into the heaven of heavens. Jesus teaches, “…on earth as it is in 

heaven…” In this sentence fragment, the intentions of the Sabbath Lord are revealed. 

And so we must heed caution so as to not dwell only in this place of awe and wonder, 

heaven, but to understand that it is a reservoir from which we are nourished and 

equipped, so that we may participate in ushering in this newness in our relationships, 

work, and our community. It is important to return to earth with the gifts (e.g, peace, joy) 

that we have received, and hence share those gifts with the world, especially those who 

                                                           
45 Carlo Rovelli. Seven Brief Lessons on Physics. London: Penguin, 2016, 79. 
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are most vulnerable and marginalized. Jesus’ teaching consistently speaks to caring for 

the most vulnerable in society, and he also shows how heaven and earth, impact one 

another. We now turn our attention specifically to society’s most vulnerable and those 

who serve them.  
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CHAPTER THREE: 

CASE STUDY: BOWERY MISSION 

By the time I arrived at Boston University School of Theology, my family was 

steeped in a deep Sabbath rhythm for several years. And Sabbath practice began to flow 

into my work at the Bowery Mission. During my coursework at BU STH, I began to ask 

new questions: What might Sabbath look like for those who work in contexts of crisis, 

such as hospital and prison chaplains, and particularly those who work in homeless 

shelters and rescue missions? How might the poor and chronically homeless, those whom 

I have served as minister for more than a decade on the Bowery, receive the gift of 

Sabbath? How might those whom Jesus called “the least of these” encounter this 

transcendent Deity when they struggle to obtain basic life needs, such as access to food,   

employment, and housing? And how do those stigmatized by society find access to a 

restorative God when they are systematically oppressed due to gender, race, sexual 

orientation, and economic status?  

In 2017, when I began the Doctor of Ministry program, I took the first step toward 

introducing Sabbath at the Bowery Mission. In my various roles, I have provided pastoral 

care to the homeless community, designed curriculum and taught classes, and oversaw 

and coordinated chapel services and other related programs. The chapel at the Bowery 

Mission is called the Greatheart, and it is considered the most active pulpit in New York 

City. The first step toward introducing Sabbath at the Bowery Mission was a Sabbath-

themed retreat for chaplains and ministry partners. The retreat took place at Mont Lawn 

Camp, a summer camp and retreat center, located in the Poconos, and operated by the 
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Bowery Mission since 1894. At the retreat, ministers of different denominational 

backgrounds led the four sessions on different perspectives on Sabbath. The retreat 

provided a time of togetherness and rest, and introduced Sabbath as a practice that, at 

least in part, helps to sustain the meaningful work of ministry. Since that retreat, there has 

been the launch of contemplative chapel services for homeless guests, courses in 

emotionally-healthy spirituality for residential clients, and alongside a team of chaplains 

and clinicians, I have helped to develop a chaplain training program that focuses on a 

trauma-informed approach to spiritual formation.   

In this section, I will explore the correlation between Sabbath and contemplation, 

and how these practices have the potential to strengthen frontline workers as well as those 

experiencing homelessness, specifically at the Bowery Mission. 

 

Ministerial Context 

Since the 1870s, through natural and national disasters, wars, economic 

depressions, and pandemics, the Bowery Mission has ministered among those on the 

margins and underside of society in New York City. Since 1895, the umbrella 

organization has been the Christian Herald, which published a progressive evangelical 

magazine of the same name for more than one-hundred years. Another partner, Mont 

Lawn Camp, was founded in the late 19th century as a summer camp for urban and 

immigrant youth from the Lower East Side of Manhattan. For many years, through the 

mid-20th century, the Christian Herald provided famine relief, and resources for women 

and orphans in the aftermath of both World Wars.  
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There were many notable persons connected to the Bowery Mission. Louis 

Klopsch was publisher, and also the innovator of the Red Letter Bible. Charles Sheldon, 

author of In His Steps (also called, What Would Jesus Do?) was editor of the magazine 

for many decades. Evangelical scions, Billy Sunday and Billy Graham both preached at 

the Greatheart chapel of the Bowery Mission, and Fannie Crosby, famed poet whose 

words were put to more than five-thousand hymns, was a regular guest at the Mission, 

often sharing her songs first there, such as Blessed Assurance and Rescue the Perishing. 

When the Christian Herald magazine stopped publishing in the early 1990s, the Bowery 

Mission became the umbrella for the organization.  

The stated purpose of the Bowery Mission is to minister to “men, women, and 

children caught in the cycles of poverty, hopelessness and dependencies of many kinds, 

and to see their lives transformed to hope, joy, lasting productivity and eternal life 

through the power of Jesus Christ.”46 Under the umbrella of the Bowery Mission, there 

are currently nine campuses in three states that provide a variety of services and programs 

to the housing-insecure and those in recovery. For the sake of this project, I will focus 

squarely on the flagship campus of the Bowery Mission, located at Number 227 Bowery. 

The Bowery Mission is ecumenical and non-denominational, and while in 

different seasons of the Bowery Mission’s history it has veered both to the political right 

and left, its leaders have sought to keep the work centered in Christ. The Greatheart 

chapel’s three services per day are led by a wide range of ministry volunteers, ranging 

from acapella Amish choirs and storefront Pentecostal preachers to mainline Protestant 

                                                           
46 “About Us,” The Bowery Mission, accessed December 5, 2020, https://www.bowery.org/about-us/ 
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pastors. The kitchen serves up to 1,000 meals per day; and the Mission hosts on average 

10,000 volunteer experiences per year. The Mission and its staff work tirelessly to serve 

those wearied by the harshness of the world – i.e., those who suffer with homelessness, 

mental illness, and who hold untold trauma in their bodies, minds and souls.  

There are a great range of programs at the Mission, yet a description of the 

Mission’s work and purpose, and perhaps its very DNA, is best found in Jesus’ words to 

his disciples in Matthew 25:35-40 (NRSV): 

‘I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me 

something to drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked 

and you gave me clothing, I was sick and you took care of me, I was in 

prison and you visited me… Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of 

the least of these who are members of my family, you did it to me.’ 

 

“I was hungry and thirsty…” The Mission provides three meals every day to all 

who are hungry. There is no sign-in sheet or requirement to receive a meal. Neither is it 

mandatory to attend chapel service, which precedes each meal, although those who do 

arrive in time for chapel have the option of choosing the premium seats toward the front 

where we begin the line for the meal service.  

“I was a stranger…” All are welcome at the Bowery Mission, and it is the aim of 

the Mission that everyone who arrives at the Mission will be strengthened enough by 

their time at the Mission to press on and persevere in this too often harsh world. The 

homeless community consists of society’s outcasts, prostitutes and procurers, the 

mentally ill and those who misuse alcohol and drugs, felons and the formerly 

incarcerated, immigrants, and those who carry many types of wounds and trauma.  
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 “I was naked…” I have seen men arrive at the Mission essentially naked. Some 

were discharged from the hospital or left on their own accord wearing nothing but a 

hospital gown. Some have arrived at the Mission in the dead of winter with no shoes. 

Some soil their clothes so horribly that all that remains are shredded rags reeking of 

human excrement. It is in this brokenness and vulnerability where we find Jesus. It is in 

these moments where we get to serve Jesus by providing clothes and shower to, as he 

said, the “least of these who are members of my family.”  

“I was sick…” The homeless community is disproportionately prone to adverse 

health, such as seizures, diabetes, HIV, and tuberculosis. Many of our community have 

swollen legs due to poor circulation. The ambulance is called for a person in need at least 

once a day. Many are regularly referred to detox. And the Mission provides free medical 

clinics throughout the week. 

 “I was in prison…” The Mission routinely receives letters from those currently 

serving time in prison. Staff visit these men at The Tombs, Riker’s Island, Sing Sing. 

Twenty dollars, or so, is usually placed on the commissary to help see them through. One 

man who goes by the name Red told me that even in jail he is called a bum. He said that 

he is recognized from the streets and they know he is homeless. Some on the margins get 

pushed to the underside. And it is in those spaces that Mission workers seek to preach 

and embody the promise of hope. The Mission’s outreach teams also visit the jails and 

prisons to invite inmates to join the residential recovery program when they are released. 

For more than ten years, I have ministered among the homeless and food-insecure 

communities in New York City. Although I have worn various hats over this time, 
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ranging from grants manager to curriculum specialist, most of my work has been under 

the title of director of compassionate care. For most of those years, I provided oversight 

and direction to all ministries that relate directly to the chronically homeless community. 

My staff consisted of outreach workers, shelter managers, house coordinators, a social 

worker, and a host of volunteers who lead chapel services and programs, such as the 

weekly art program, drop-in center, Bible study, and the support group.  

Unfortunately, at times, I have witnessed the staff grow weary in doing good. 

During a recent executive transition, I was tasked by the interim co-CEO to look 

holistically at the work of the Mission, its lived theology, and to keep a keen eye toward 

the spiritual health of the staff, as well as residential clients and guests. Many members of 

the frontline staff have suffered homelessness, addiction, and trauma. Because the 

frontline staff, clients and guests all experience different forms of exhaustion, I realized 

that an emphasis on Sabbath would likely serve as an important first step toward 

restoration and wholeness. 

  

Frontline Workers and Chaplains 

Bowery Mission workers are not alone in seeking to address the unceasing needs 

of hurting and desperate people. Chaplains and religious workers serve in a wide variety 

of contexts of crisis, such as ministering to immigrants at the U.S. and Mexico border, 

others who work among the rural poor from Appalachia to the Mississippi Delta, and the 

many chaplains who serve in prisons and hospitals. These frontline workers minister 

hope, comfort, and good news to those in places of oppression, dis-ease, and poverty. 
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Working in contexts of crisis, such as the Bowery Mission, has the potential to exhaust 

staff at all levels. Thus, it is important to ask: How might entering into a Sabbath rhythm 

– on individual, professional, and communal levels – provide the opportunity for renewal 

among staff, ministers, and those who receive services at the Mission? Specifically, how 

might Sabbath practice provide space for renewal, inspiration, and imagination in the 

midst of ministering among those who suffer trauma, violence, and social exclusion? 

At the Bowery Mission, the staff, at best moments, anticipate seeing God in those 

who receive services because, when the Scriptures are examined, God consistently 

chooses to identify with those on the margins and underside of society, namely the poor, 

sick, and dispossessed. The dominant culture too often esteems celebrities, athletes, and 

the super wealthy, almost to a point of deification. God, in the person of Jesus, subverts 

how we look at one another. It is when staff see God in those they serve that an 

opportunity is opened in that those receiving services might also see God in the staff and 

volunteers and the very work of the Bowery Mission. It is in these moments that God 

more fully enters in. And yet when there is little time to pause, to reflect, it becomes more 

difficult to catch one’s breath and see God breaking in to these moments. 

For many decades, the doors of the Bowery Mission never closed. In fact, there 

were no locks on the iconic red doors and anyone was able to enter the building at any 

time. This was a blessing to many whom the Mission serves, but also, at times, a burden 

to those who carry forth this work. Donations of clothing and food items never ceased to 

be delivered, staff and residents off-loaded trucks at all hours, the kitchen ran from early 

morning food prep until late night clean-up, during meal times there were conflicts to 
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resolve, and at chapel and throughout the day those in the throes of despair sought 

counsel and care from staff. This was and continues to be a tremendous amount for the 

staff to hold.  

For a person to rest, they must first be engaged in work. Part of God’s plan is that 

people enter into meaningful work. In the creation account, before the fall, it states, “The 

Lord God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to till it and keep it.” (Genesis 

2:15, NRSV) The understanding of work must be broad and the emphasis must be on 

meaningful. Essentially, meaningful work is that work which contributes to the common 

good and is performed with dignity. Work without meaning is toil, which leads to misery. 

God created adamah, in part, to work the garden. His work was ordained by God, but 

when he rejected God’s command that they not eat from the Tree of Knowledge of Good 

and Evil, adamah was condemned to toil. (Genesis 3:17, NRSV) When we are walking 

with God and performing our work unto God, it is expected that we might practice 

Sabbath, to rest in God’s strength so that we might be renewed and, thus, participate in 

the renewal of the world. 

The purpose of Sabbath is to commune with God and enter into that deep rest; it is 

also to remember others who need rest, to consider the earth and all of her inhabitants, 

and to cultivate compassion, so that ministers are working from abundance and not a 

scarcity that leads to exhaustion. Sabbath reminds the practitioner that it is not us, but 

God in us who does the deep work of changing hearts, minds and lives. 

As one who has for many years ministered to those experiencing crisis and 

trauma, Sabbath has personally served as a powerful transformative practice that has 
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strengthened and sustained my work as well as my personal life. Yet, at times, due to the 

nature of the work, I have had to adjust my Sabbath practice to accommodate the needs 

of the Bowery Mission and those it serves. Staff and chaplains work all hours, and 

observing a specific time of the week might prove to be a challenge for some. Thus, 

Jesus’ modeling of Sabbath practice as that which both provides opportunity for healing 

and liberation provides a guide for Christians. Through this liberating Sabbath lens, 

ministers and frontline workers may identify another day or an evening when they might 

enter this sacred space to rest in God’s grace and abundance.  

And yet many ministers who work in contexts of crisis do not heed God’s saving 

words. Like Israel in the Book of Isaiah, frontline workers and ministers too often lean on 

their own strength and power to accomplish their tasks. As God spoke through the 

prophet Isaiah (30:15b-16, NRSV): 

But you refused and said, 

‘No! We will flee upon horses’— 

    therefore you shall flee! 

and, ‘We will ride upon swift steeds’— 

    therefore your pursuers shall be swift! 

 

Israel trusted the swiftness of their horses rather than God’s desire for them to rest. 

Ministers are often under the assumption that the ministry will not function without them. 

We trust in things that are sometimes not of God – our strategic plans, our experience, 

our ambition, ourselves. As Bryan Stone and Claire Wolfteich write in Sabbath in the 

City, “Sabbath practices are an important corrective to the exhaustion, burnout, over-
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functioning, and even trauma experienced by many urban pastors. Sabbatical often serves 

as liberation from habits of overwork and an invitation to self-care.”47   

The Sabbath commandment in the Decalogue is not merely an admonishment for 

self-care as a means to increase productivity or an excuse for superfluous, self-serving 

activities. As Abraham Heschel writes, “It must always be remembered that the Sabbath 

is not an occasion for diversion or frivolity; not a day to shoot fireworks or turn 

somersaults, but an opportunity to mend our tattered lives; to collect rather than to 

dissipate time.”48   

 

Residential Clients and the Chronically Homeless 

Residential clients and the chronically homeless are the primary patrons of 

programs and services provided at the Bowery Mission. Residential clients have two 

primary tracts: short-term, vocational- and housing-readiness, and long-term, recovery. 

The short-term program is for clients who may have recently lost their housing or 

employment, but do not have substance abuse or mental health issues that would further 

hinder their return to a place of stable employment and housing. The long-term program 

is for those who require greater supports as they aim to procure housing and employment.  

The chronically homeless, as well as housing-insecure and food-insecure, are not 

residents at the Bowery Mission, although some of them may access the Bowery 

                                                           
47 Bryan P. Stone, and Claire E. Wolfteich, Sabbath in the City: Sustaining Urban Pastoral Excellence 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008). 
 
48 Heschel, The Sabbath, 6. 
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Mission’s emergency shelter system. This population receives a variety of services and 

programs, such as access to three meals per day, clothing and shower program, and 

emotional and spiritual support through a cadre of clinicians and chaplains.  

Among these two populations, residential clients and the chronically homeless, 

there is often overlap. For example, a person experiencing homelessness may choose to 

join the recovery program, and sometimes, unfortunately, clients relapse and then find 

themselves again in the street/shelter homeless community. It also happens that some of 

our staff who have gone through the program sometimes relapse and find themselves 

either again in the program or, sadly, homeless. (It should also be stated that there are 

many stories of success, and it often takes a person several tries to overcome 

homelessness and find stability.) For that reason, I will explore the topic of Sabbath as it 

relates to these two groups, residential clients and the chronically homeless, as if they are 

one community. 

 

Trauma-informed Spiritual Formation 

It is important to start with questions that help to unpack an approach to spiritual 

formation that considers the traumatic experiences held by those who are homeless. 

Fortunately, Erin Jantz, a psychologist and spiritual director, offered questions in a blog 

post at the website for the Institute for Collective Trauma and Growth on the topic of 

trauma and spiritual direction. Jantz asks49:  

                                                           
49 “Spiritual Direction Blog,” ICTG, accessed September 19, 2020, https://www.ictg.org/spiritual-direction-
blog. 
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 How does one pray when one cannot even find the words to 

describe what happened? 

 How does one begin to bless and care for the divine image in their 

body when it has been abused?  

 How does God engage in reigniting hope and imagining life can 

continue on beyond severe loss?  

 How do we, as spiritual directors, help people wrestle through 

shifting perceptions of God and reality brought on by traumatic 

experiences?  

 How do we apply scriptures and disciplines to reconstructing 

rather than deconstructing people?  

 How do we sit in silence and solitude when the noise of hurt is so 

loud? 

 Ought we to sit in silence and solitude in that place?  

 How do we relate to an unchanging God when everything has 

changed? 

 

Chaplains and clinicians, as well as frontline staff, can be an invaluable support to 

people seeking God in crisis.  But “to approach those who have suffered traumatic losses 

of any kind as if they are on similar journeys as people in times of peace and wholeness 

would not only be unhelpful, it would be unkind.”50 Spiritual formation in the face of 

trauma must change, especially in the context of crisis, such as rescue missions, prisons 

and hospitals. Accordingly, “Distinct from other disciplines’ outpouring, including 

therapy from psychology and knowledge from theology, spiritual direction must have a 

plan for the short, and mid-term, experiences of survivors, prepared to take on embodied 

practices and to provide structure and hope.”51 

                                                           
50 “Spiritual Direction Blog,” ICTG, accessed September 19, 2020, https://www.ictg.org/spiritual-direction-
blog. 
 
51 “Spiritual Direction Blog,” ICTG, accessed September 19, 2020, https://www.ictg.org/spiritual-direction-
blog. 
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As followers of Jesus, a people who value the canon of Scriptures and believe in 

the power of Spirit, Christians are uniquely positioned to minister to those who are 

suffering trauma or reeling in the aftermath of a traumatic experience. Scriptures provide 

a robust resource of stories of collective and individual trauma. As I began to seek 

resources for this work, I recalled a passage I had written in my first book, Radical 

Spirituality: Repentance, Resistance, Revolution (Orbis, 2014), that explores the 

connection between trauma and scripture. I wrote: 

The Bible was written almost exclusively by people suffering under the yoke of 

oppression. Many texts were written by people who were seeking a renewal of 

their communal identity after experiencing the trauma of exile; some texts were 

written in remembrance of how the Hebrew slaves were treated in Egypt and 

serve as a call to exercise hospitality to the immigrant. The writers of the Bible 

needed to know how to navigate under empire and understood the importance of 

seeking a way of exploring new identity in the midst of oppression. These stories 

have spoken powerfully to the experiences of people throughout history by 

providing comfort to those who suffer under a dominant culture, and providing a 

critique of the systems and powers that serve to dominate and oppress 

underrepresented groups. 

 

The Bible has helped individuals and communities survive trauma right up to our 

current moment. Those who come through the Bowery Mission’s doors, those suffering 

homelessness, mental health issues, and other traumatizing events are not alone. From 

Cain’s murder of Abel in the first human family to the crucifixion of Jesus and the 

persecution of Christians, the Bible shares the stories of people dealing with life’s most 

profound crises. Genocide, murder, rape, disease, incest, incarceration, persecution, exile 

and other crises are found in stories throughout the Bible. The Bible, in short, is a story of 

struggle for survival in the midst of devastating circumstances. According to David Carr, 

“The Bible is flush with stories whose themes reveal the abiding impact of traumatic 
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events. Jacob fought God and left with a limp. Jesus is resurrected after death, but he still 

bears his wounds. The Bible features fallible heroes who work through and survive 

trauma, not knights and kings who ride past it.”52 

The word trauma is only mentioned in the Bible in Luke’s Gospel and the Acts of 

the Apostles. Luke, a physician, applies medical terminology, when he uses the Koine 

Greek word (and cognate) τραύμα (trauma/trowma) – to wound – in both books he wrote. 

The word is often used to describe physical wounding, yet in Acts 19:16, Luke speaks of 

a wounding caused by a demon. Here the borderline between the physical and spiritual 

and psychic kinds of wounding is crossed. In other non-canonical early Christian epistles 

from the 1st and 2nd centuries, namely the First Epistle of Clement First Epistle (16:5) 

and the Epistle of Barnabas (7:2), both written between 70 – 140 AD, it reads that “Jesus 

is wounded [= traumatized] because of our sins” and Barnabas writes that “Jesus’ wounds 

touch our wounds” or “Jesus’ trauma touches our trauma.” 

It is important to provide a brief ministerial context that is specific to the 

development of trauma-based practices at the Bowery Mission. Although the Mission 

was founded during the Social Gospel Movement, during the mid-20th Century, the 

Mission veered deeper into personal evangelism, rather than a Gospel that sought both 

the transformation of personal lives and society. As the Mission retracted deeper into 

personal evangelism, it shifted also away from the inclusion of a clinical approach to 

address issues of substance abuse and recovery. In the early 21st century, the Mission 

                                                           
52 David Carr, “Five Lessons the Bible Teaches Us About Trauma,” iDisciple, accessed December 5, 2020,  
https://www.idisciple.org/post/5-lessons-the-bible-teaches-us-about-trauma 
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shifted in that approach and hired its first social worker and now has a cadre of Christian 

social workers. The influx of social workers, as well as chaplain trainings in Clinical 

Pastoral Education and mental health first aid trainings, have helped the Bowery Mission 

to place greater value on trauma-informed practices.  

At the Bowery Mission, I served on the team that developed a trauma-informed 

training for chapel and ministry partners. This training serves as a resource and guide for 

those ministering to individuals and groups in crisis. Because trauma is a multi-faceted 

and ongoing response to a terrible event in the past, at the Bowery Mission, all guests are 

considered to have experienced trauma. Homelessness is a form of trauma, and for many 

homelessness is the result of earlier trauma. Guests comprise a unique population who 

require specialized knowledge and multifaceted considerations. Common characteristics 

of trauma include, but are not limited to the following: fight, flight, or freeze response; 

hypervigilance and sensory overload; triggers that result in blow-ups or shutdowns in 

response to innocuous comments, facial expressions, other environmental factors; 

misinterpretation of whether a given situation is dangerous or safe; diminished thinking 

and decision-making capacity; lack of presence; and excess energy spent on controlling 

inner chaos. It is important to ask: How do these types of experiences shape the way 

chaplains and ministers should approach spiritual formation and religious services? This 

is an especially poignant question because the Bowery Mission’s chapel seats up to 200 

people three times per day.  

It is important to recognize that guests to the Mission disproportionately have 

deep wounds, embody many aspects of PTSD, and are in a vulnerable position. Thus, 
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chapel services are expected to be designed in a way that considers how many chapel 

guests are experiencing trauma. There must be intentionality in creating a trauma-

informed environment that is safe and predictable, in a non-threatening environment, 

where guests can learn about God, hope for an encounter of healing and peace, and 

receive pastoral care and spiritual direction in a space that is safe, places value on 

upholding the dignity of the other, and is non-coercive. The following is the set of 

guidelines that were developed for chapel partners to create a trauma-informed chapel 

service: 

1. Overall tone: Ministers are to share the Good News, and keep the emphasis on 

hope and holy expectation. Allow the “peace that surpasses understanding” to 

minister through you to others. Jesus said, “I have come to preach good news to 

the poor.” And if it isn’t good news to the poor, it isn’t Good News. Also, choose 

tones and word choices that are life-giving, and avoid tones and word choices that 

may trigger a trauma response.  

2. Speaking: The maximum length should be about 20 minutes. This allows space 

for music at the beginning and end of service, as well as for announcements. This 

also allows space to pray and meditate in the sanctuary. Testimonials and personal 

narratives can be powerful, but exercise caution in providing too much detail from 

the old life, habits and harmful patterns. Intentionally identify with those who are 

gathered. For example, use “we” rather than “you” language.  

3. Illustrations tips: Avoid illustrations that are too intense. Make sure the 

illustrations are relatable to those experiencing homelessness. And be careful so 
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as not to “brand” (i.e., speak generically against drugs or homelessness without 

any grounding). 

4. Altar calls and the Sinner’s Prayer: A low-key invitation may be extended to 

invite others forward after the conclusion of the service if, for example, guests 

need prayer. Ministers are discouraged from publicly singling people out by 

having them stand or come forward during the service.  

5. Responding to disruptions: If a guest becomes disruptive, remain calm and allow 

the staff present to respond to the guest. Do not engage so as not to escalate the 

situation. Staff is trained to respond to such disruptions. 

6. Other considerations: Pray and meditate before service. Listen deeply and ask 

questions related to what they are sharing! Stay in public spaces; do not hold 

conversations in an isolated space. Aim to develop authentic relationship and join 

guests at dinner.   

As chaplains and clinicians began to train staff and volunteers in a trauma-

informed approach to spiritual formation, we also begin to shift how we presented the 

Gospel during chapel services. There have been three chapel services per day at the 

Bowery Mission for many decades. Chapel is never compulsory. Yet, at times, chapel has 

been perceived as redundant and coercive. In 2018, while researching this project, and 

while also participating on the team to develop a trauma-informed spiritual formation 

training, I began to experiment with how Sabbath might be experienced among those 

experiencing homelessness.  
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Programs and services at the Bowery Mission for those experiencing 

homelessness and food insecurity, are under the umbrella of Compassionate Care. What 

does it mean to care? The origin of this word is found in the proto-Germanic kara, which 

means to cry out with or to bend low with. In the context of a trauma-informed spiritual 

formation, the shift is from preaching to, toward being with. The Christian witness is 

transformed into a with-ness. It is no longer about altar calls and how many people say 

the sinner’s prayer; it is about honest, caring relationships that center in God’s 

transformational love. In the next section, I will describe various trauma-informed 

contemplative practices that serve as parallel to or an introduction of Sabbath practice. 

 

Sabbath as Contemplative Pause 

 As a follower of Christ, it is through the Christ experience that Sabbath comes 

into view. Sabbath is not merely a day, but a way to enter into a time outside of time. 

Thus, like Christ, Sabbath invites participants to enter into deep time and divine space at 

any moment throughout the week. Yet, before exploring the various spiritual practices, it 

is important to consider the question: Is a contemplative pause a form of Sabbath? 

According to Pope John Paul II’s apostolic letter53, Dies Domini, or On Keeping the 

Lord’s Day Holy, he writes: 

The divine rest of the seventh day does not allude to an inactive God, but 

emphasizes the fullness of what has been accomplished. It speaks, as it 

                                                           
53 “Dies Domini: John Paul II,” Dies Domini, May 31, 1998, accessed September 20, 2020, 
http://www.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/apost_letters/1998/documents/hf_jp-
ii_apl_05071998_dies-domini.html. 
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were, of God's lingering before the ‘very good’ work (Gn 1:31) which his 

hand has wrought, in order to cast upon it a gaze full of joyous delight. 

This is a ‘contemplative’ gaze which does not look to new 

accomplishments but enjoys the beauty of what has already been 

achieved… In [Christ], the ‘spiritual’ meaning of the Sabbath is fully 

realized, as Saint Gregory the Great declares: ‘For us, the true Sabbath is 

the person of our Redeemer, our Lord Jesus Christ’. This is why the joy 

with which God, on humanity's first Sabbath, contemplates all that was 

created from nothing, is now expressed in the joy with which Christ, on 

Easter Sunday, appeared to his disciples, bringing the gift of peace and the 

gift of the Spirit (John 20:19-23) 

 

Pope John Paul II’s assessment that Sabbath is a contemplative gaze underscores 

the theological perspective that Sabbath and contemplation are kindred practices, and that 

contemplative pauses throughout the day and week, and participating in deeper seasonal 

rhythms, helps to provide opportunities for glimpses and encounters with the divine. 

While John Paul II is arguing to preserve Sunday as the Lord’s Day, he is also 

recognizing the connection between a dedicated day and contemplative pauses 

throughout the day and week. Pope John Paul II helps us move the idea of Sabbath as 

delighted contemplative gaze to equating contemplative practices with Sabbath.  

When we liberate the notion of Sabbath as confined to a specific day, whether that 

day be Friday evening to Saturday evening or all-day Sunday, we have opportunity to 

discover that the Sabbath purpose is to bear witness to the fullness of liberation for all 

creation. It is then that we are able to move forward and offer the means by which to 

receive gifts of eternity through restorative practices at any time to those who have need 

for peace and healing.  

This deep Sabbath rhythm also causes a shift from a focus on productivity toward 

a vision of abundance that is cultivated by a faith in the Yahweh-Yireh, the God who 
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provides. Craig Dykstra and Dorothy C. Bass, in their essay in the book Practicing 

Theology, claim that a central underpinning of Christian faith is that we are called to an 

abundant life. They write: “Reflection of this sort takes on special urgency in a time and 

place where far more attention is given to life-styles of abundance than to ways of life 

abundant.”54 This abundance is not necessarily equated with the world’s notions of 

abundance, such as wealth, status, etc. As Jesus said in John 14:27 (NRSV), “Peace I 

leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives.”  Thus, we 

must discern what practices lead us into that abundance. Dykstra and Bass continue, “...it 

is vital that those who seek to walk in such a way today learn to recognize the lived 

wisdom of Christian people over time and across cultures as a constructive resource.”55  

Contemplative practices, such as Lectio Divina and Centering Prayer, may be 

outside of one’s specific tradition, yet they are resources that may be drawn from the 

deep wellspring of the church. They continue: “A practice is a practice in our meaning of 

the term only if it is a sustained, cooperative pattern of human activity that is big enough, 

rich enough, and complex enough to address some fundamental feature of human 

existence.” Thus, contemplative practices compel the practitioner toward personal and 

social transformation aimed at healing, cultivating peace, and ultimately a resounding 

Jubilee. In the next section, I will explore contemplative practices that I have introduced 

to those experiencing homelessness at the Bowery Mission in New York City. 
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Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans), 2013, 16. 
 
55 Craig Dykstra and Dorothy C. Bass, W.B. Eerdmans, 2013, 16. 
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Contemplation with the Homeless and Traumatized 

It has been important and necessary for the Bowery Mission to incorporate 

clinical approaches to its spiritual formation in an effort to better support clients who 

receive services at the Mission. In some ways, this return to a clinical approach is a 

corrective and a return to the foundation upon which the Mission was founded during the 

Social Gospel Movement. Mission leaders still believe in the power of Jesus to heal and 

transform lives, yet they are coming to the conclusion that Jesus may work through many 

people from a variety of modalities, including the clinical realm. This shift in approach 

began around the year 2010 when the Mission began to hire social workers and 

clinicians. Since then, a clinical department has come online and through cross-

departmental collaboration, between clinical, operations, and spiritual formation, there 

has been a multi-pronged approach toward client care. 

This new model has shaped the Mission in various ways, ranging from how 

clients meet with counselors to the set-up of a classroom. The recent chapel redesign was 

intentional in creating a welcoming, inclusive space that also serves to decenter power 

from the pulpit to the people. And a significant change has been the implementation of 

daily contemplative services, of which I have served as facilitator. In contrast to past 

morning chapel preachers, I no longer stand at the pulpit or lectern where so many have 

expounded five-point sermons or fiery evangelical messages, but instead I sit on a chair 

within a large half-circle of guests in rows and guide us through a spiritual practice.  

Throughout the contemplative service, much room is made for the Spirit to lead. 

The room or space is expanded during the service through the inclusion of intentional 
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pauses, stillness and silence, deliberateness of waiting, resting, dwelling on a read word, 

slowing down and simply being together, as a means to cultivate deep presence. As the 

facilitator or guide, my role is to merely open the space and invite others to open 

themselves to the Spirit’s healing presence and our personal and communal movement 

towards a hopeful orientation. From this point forward in the thesis, rather than speaking 

exclusively in the first person, I will also use the term guide when discussing the general 

role in which I have served during the contemplative service. 

For more than two years, every weekday at 7 AM, an average of 150 people 

experiencing homelessness attend the contemplative service at the Bowery Mission. 

Contemplative practices include Lectio Divina, Centering Prayer, St. Ignatius’ Examen, 

and other disciplines that incorporate stillness, silence, and breath work. While 

contemplative practices are inherently trauma-informed in their gentle, non-coercive 

approach, there are certain adaptations that I have found helpful in orienting participants 

during these services.  

Each contemplative chapel service begins by the guide inviting guests to sit well. 

The guide then invites participants to look over their left shoulder to see what is there. 

And then the same over the right shoulder. This simple practice of looking around is not a 

form of embodied worship or a yogic movement so much as it allows guests to orient 

themselves to the space, to begin to feel comfortable as they acclimate to the 

environment. This act of physically orienting a group who holds significant trauma is 

supported by the research and work of Resmaa Menakem, a therapist and trauma 

specialist. Menakem explores the intersection of contemplative practices and new 
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scientific studies about our bodies and nervous systems within the context of race and 

trauma. On a recent On Being podcast interview, Menakem said, “Your body—all of our 

bodies—are where changing the status quo must begin.”56 Contemplative practices are 

embodied practices that have the potential to counter the harm that traumatic experiences 

have caused. Menakem writes: 

Trauma is not destiny. It can look like destiny when people choose to blow 

their trauma through others. But when you make a deliberate choice to 

pass on your trauma to others, that choice begins to mend some of the 

trauma. It changes what looks like a destiny of dirty pain into an 

experience of clean pain. Clean pain has a healing and transformative 

capacity that dirty pain does not. 57  

 

Menakem explains that clean pain “is pain that mends and can build your capacity 

for growth”58 and dirty pain “is the pain of avoidance, blame and denial”.59 These 

practices aim to discourage the perpetual transference of pain and trauma, and instead 

transform this trauma into increased resilience. I would dare to say that 100 percent of 

those people who are experiencing homelessness, are also holding various levels of 

trauma, especially since homelessness is a form of trauma.  

A disproportionate segment of the homeless community consists of black and 

brown people. Menakem explains that Europeans who came to the United States as 

                                                           
56 Krista Tippett, interview with Resmaa Menakem, On Being, podcast audio, June 9, 2020, 
https://onbeing.org/programs/resmaa-menakem-notice-the-rage-notice-the-silence/ 
 
57 Resmaa Menakem, My Grandmother's Hands: Racialized Trauma and the Pathway to Mending Our 
Hearts and Bodies (Las Vegas: Central Recovery Press, 2017,) 83. 
 
58 Menakem, My Grandmother's Hand, 19. 
 
59 Menakem, My Grandmother's Hands, 20. 
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religious and economic refugees were fleeing a collective trauma that had harmed white 

bodies for centuries, dating back to the Middle Ages (i.e., the 5th to the 15th centuries). 

During this time, also known as the Dark Ages, Europeans experienced the trauma of the 

plague, famines, and torture performed by landed gentry and church hierarchy. Menakem 

argues that the trauma held by European refugees to the Americas was later transferred to 

black and brown bodies. Thus, as both Resmaa Menakem and Bessel Vander Kolk claim, 

trauma is held in individual and collective bodies, and it is either transferred to other 

bodies and generations, or it is transformed and bodies are healed and made whole. 

Menakem continues: 

…if American bodies are to move beyond the pain and limitation of white-

body supremacy, it needs to happen in both realms. Accepting clean pain 

will allow white Americans to confront their longtime collective 

disassociation and silence. It will enable African Americans to confront 

their internalization of defectiveness and self-hate. 60 

 

After orienting the group to the physical space, breath work is a next foundational 

practice. To keep the group centered in a Christian practice, there is a Biblical and 

theological, as well as physiological, framing of the animating power of breath. The very 

first words of the Bible state:  

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And the earth was 

without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And 

the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. (Genesis 1:1-2, 

NRSV)  

 

This word for “Spirit” (i.e., ru’ach in Hebrew, pneuma in Koine Greek) is also the word 

for breath. The etymology of both words inspiration and respiration are rooted in this 
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concept of breath or spirit. When introducing these first verses in Genesis, I often share 

that the verse the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters might also be 

understood as God breathed upon the deep. And to root the emphasis on breath in the 

teachings of Jesus, I point to John who writes in his Gospel that Jesus “breathed on them 

and said, “Receive the Holy Spirit.” (John 20:22, NRSV) There is power in breathing and 

it is directly related to the spiritual life and work of healing. 

From an ecumenical and interreligious approach, it is helpful to share that for 

many centuries across Russia, there have been Christian pilgrims who have practiced 

hesyachasm, a specialized prayer that includes chanting the mantra, Jesus, Have mercy 

on me a sinner, or some variant of that, in coordination with the in breath and out breath. 

And that in the great religious traditions of India, there have arisen deeply developed 

breathing techniques, called pranayama. The world’s religions have recognized the power 

of breath, yet the West has somehow forgotten.  And many of us even forget our own 

breath, which we breathe on average 22,000 respiration cycles per day. Returning to 

breath is an important movement toward healing and healthy living. Researchers, 

neuroscientists, and physiologists have all concurred that breathing exercises alleviate 

stress and anxiety, and promotes health. In fact, seventy percent of the body’s toxins have 

the potential to be cleansed through breathing.61  

 To orient the group to the contemplative service, it is important to communicate 

plainly and clearly, and to state that any direction that will be provided is a request, and 

                                                           
61 Women's Best Health Team, “How to Get Rid of Toxins in Your Body? Detox for Everyday Life!” 
Women's Best Blog, February 10, 2020, accessed September 19, 2020, 
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never a demand. This allows participants agency and the freedom to choose to enter in, or 

not. By framing the service, establishing the practices in both the Scriptures and the 

sciences, opens up more space for all to enter. Framing what the group will be doing is 

very important, especially for those who may have never done contemplative exercises. 

Morning chapels start slow and thoughtful. All are invited to sit well, we orient ourselves 

to the physical space, and then we pause and take three deep breaths together.  

 

Breath and Stillness 

The process of Three Breaths is an incredibly simple, yet deeply transformational 

practice. It begins with a deep breath in, through the nostrils and all the way to the navel. 

During this inhalation, the belly (or diaphragm) is expanded because it is filled with 

oxygen. There is then a brief pause. And then a slow breath out through mouth and nose. 

After three breaths, the group resumes normal breathing and enters into the next phase, 

which is to plumb the depths of stillness and silence. Sufi saint Jellaludin Rumi is noted 

for saying “Silence is the language of God. All else is a poor translation.” Intentional 

pauses allow space for the deep work of stillness and silence. The role of the guide during 

the contemplation is not to provide a lesson or exhaustive teaching, rather the guide leads 

the group from the external and internal busyness toward a space of being, reminding 

guests that while we are so caught up in doing, our first identity is as human beings. And 

this deep being is restorative. Theologian Paul Tillich wrote about God as the “ground of 

being.” It is in this space of our being that we are able to enter into that deeper 

groundedness where God is encountered.  
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 It is in this stillness, akin to Sabbath, where participants are able to enjoy a break 

outside of time to contemplate God, the deep things, and to be restored to a right sense of 

self. These spaces, like Sabbath, allow participants to enter eternity, the place that is 

without beginning and end. It is a special place where participants are able to receive 

gifts, such as peace, joy, and gentleness. And it is in this space where participants 

cultivate compassion within and toward all.  

The guide stays in the stillness until discomfort is almost experienced. A group 

who practices this together over an extended period of time may increase or adjust the 

time they remain in the stillness. When beginning, especially when leading a group who 

is in recovery from trauma, thirty seconds or a minute might feel like too long to some. 

Others may be thirsty for this wellspring, and want to spend even more time in this deep 

space. It is the guide’s responsibility to move the group into and out of the silence. A 

prayer or reading from scripture serve as ideal transitions. The gentle and dynamic 

quality of experiencing stillness provides residuals throughout the day, and even may 

serve as an oasis that one can to return to simply by pausing and being present for even a 

moment. Contemplative practices are far-ranging, and there are a plethora or resources 

that are implemented at the Bowery Mission’s morning service, such St. Benedict’s 

Lectio Divina, St. Ignatius’ Examen, or the more contemporary Centering Prayer. 

  

Lectio Divina 

  Among the most popular contemplative practices incorporated at chapel services, 

as well as in the residential program and staff devotionals, is Lectio Divina, or divine 
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reading, which is a deep and slow, holy reading of a Scripture passage. In many ways, 

this practice of slow, deep reading has been around in organic fashion since writing and 

reading began. Yet, it was systematized by Benedict of Nursia. He deemed the monks in 

his care to not be as spiritually astute as he believed they were called to be, and thus he 

developed Lectio Divina. This system was part of Benedict’s rule of life, which provided 

a way of life together for a spiritual community, and also provided access for surrounding 

communities to enter into their rhythm. 

The process of Lectio Divina begins by selecting a passage to meditate upon. The 

Psalms and the Gospels are excellent places to begin. It is important to choose a passage 

that focuses on hope and promise, and brings comfort, inspires wisdom, and cultivates 

wonderment. The selected passage is read three times aloud. After each reading there is a 

time of silence and reflection to make space for stillness and the possibility of 

transcendence. The first reading of the passage is listened to for familiarity’s sake. It is 

important to stop and listen to the story. The reading is slow and deliberate. And there is 

a deep pause once the reading is complete. Prior to the second reading, guests are invited 

to listen for a word or phrase in the passage. This is called listening for the word within 

the word. Let it take hold. And dwell deeply in God’s love. For the third reading, the 

guide provides a prompt or prompts: What are you being called to? Where is the Spirit 

moving you? What is God calling you to learn, to know, to become? What is your next 

step?  

 Lectio Divina is an excellent way to slow down and simply listen to the Word. So 

often people gauge spiritual success by having read the entirety of the Bible or reading a 
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chapter a day. Lectio Divina causes participants to truly spend time with a specific 

passage, and listen to what the text might have to say in that moment or season of their 

life. By remaining mindful that the passage will be read and listened to three times, there 

is opportunity for the person to soak in this passage, and to allow their body to become 

grounded in the words.  

 

Centering Prayer 

Centering Prayer is a next practice that has been incorporated into the spiritual life 

at the Bowery Mission. This form of prayer was developed in the 1960s among three 

Trappist monks from St. Joseph’s Abbey in Massachusetts: Thomas Keating, William 

Menginger, and M. Basil Pennington were among early proponents of this contemplative 

practice. Like Lectio Divina, it begins by choosing a scripture passage, such as John 

15:9-12, where Jesus invites the disciples to “Abide with me.” This passage is especially 

helpful as the focus is on abiding, which means to remain, rest, dwell deeply. Centering 

Prayer is essentially abiding in the Word. 

Prior to fully entering into the practice, the guide instructs the group that while 

meditating, the mind tends to concern itself with the temporary (e.g., the fly near our ear; 

the consideration of tasks not yet completed; “Why is that ticking so loud?”, etc.). These 

thoughts are at the surface level, and they may come from a staff person making an 

announcement over the loud speaker, or from one’s own thoughts. These distractions are 

to be acknowledged and allowed to pass on. The guide then slowly, thoughtfully reads 

the selected passage. The guests are instructed to listen for a word (preferably 1-2 
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syllables) in the selected passage. Words from John 15:9-12 include: peace, joy, love, 

abide, full. Another option for Centering Prayer is not to include a reading. When that is 

the case, words that work well include Jesus, amen, peace, ocean. And a next option is to 

replace the word with a visual image, such as a work by Hildegard or perhaps a beautiful 

oak tree. The guide may also choose a poem or other section of writing that is not 

Scripture, such as this passage from a Sabbath poem by Wendell Berry: 

Ask the questions that have no answers. 

Invest in the millennium. Plant sequoias. 

Say that your main crop is the forest 

that you did not plant, 

that you will not live to harvest. 

Say that the leaves are harvested 

when they have rotted into the mold. 

Call that profit. Prophesy such returns. 

Put your faith in the two inches of humus 

that will build under the trees 

every thousand years.62 

 

It is important to be mindful that these tools and resources, such as Lectio Divina 

and Centering Prayer, are gifts to be adapted by the guide, practitioners, and groups, and 

that context, environment, and audience are important elements to consider. Some 

participants may have trouble choosing a word, so the guide might say, “If you have not 

chosen a word, I invite you to share with me the word ‘joy’.” Or simply give a word to 

the group to alleviate any stress that some might experience in having to choose for 

themselves. The word (e.g., joy) is an anchor, the center, a door. Participants are not 

meditating on that word, but rather using it to refocus when distractions comes. Centering 

Prayer serves as a means toward revealing deeper meanings of being, encountering, and 

                                                           
62 Wendell Berry, Manifesto: the Mad Farmer Liberation Front (Louisville, KY: White Fields Press), 1994. 
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becoming. It is in that deep place where Christ is met in the abiding. After the reading of 

scripture and the word is chosen, there is an extended meditation in silence where the 

chosen word holds the meditation’s center. Meditations may last from 5 to 20 minutes. It 

is important to choose the appropriate length of time based on the group dynamics.  

Centering Prayer concludes with a prayer or blessing. Centering Prayer creates a 

safe space where participants can simply be. This practice is both healing and restorative. 

This group practice is also easily transferred to a personal spiritual discipline. Part of the 

aim with these practices is that participants will use these spiritual practices as tools to 

use long after they leave the Bowery Mission. It is often communicated that these 

practices can be used in various forms while riding the subway, sitting in the park, or in 

preparation for an interview or meeting. These practices clear the mind and center the 

body.   

 

Other Contemplative Elements 

There are other helpful paths that allow access for more voices to be heard, voices 

(as well as bodies) that are often ignored or systematically devalued. One option at the 

beginning of the contemplative service is to invite guests to share what they are thankful 

for. And, occasionally, near the end of service, there is a space for communal prayer 

requests, where after each prayer is shared, the group says together, “God, Hear our 

prayer.” This is followed by a final blessing or benediction, often in the form of a closing 

prayer. Over the years, these contemplative practices have been adapted and integrated 

into the long-term recovery program, as well as opportunities for staff to participate.  
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How do we adapt these contemplative practices as a means to participating in the 

Sabbath rhythm, especially as we aim to address issues of oppression, such as systemic 

inequities toward gender, race, disability, and class? In the next section, I will explore 

how a new initiative called the Brooklyn Peace Center aims to embody the intersection of 

contemplative practice and social change. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FROM SHABBAT TO SHALOM: BROOKLYN PEACE CENTER 

The Sabbath greeting in the Jewish community around the world is “Shabbat 

Shalom,” simply meaning “Sabbath peace.” As evidenced in the Scriptures, Sabbath both 

brings peace and justice into a wounded world, and gives a glimpse into the peace-filled 

world that is promised. This chapter will explore both the connection between Shabbat 

and Shalom, (i.e., Sabbath and peace) and provide an example of how a newly forming 

organization, Brooklyn Peace Center, aims to embody a movement from Sabbath practice 

to peacebuilding.   

It is important to begin by wrestling with a basic question: What is the connection 

between Shabbat and Shalom, Sabbath and peace? Both words, Sabbath and Shalom, 

share an ancient etymology. Sabbath, or Shabbat, means rest or completeness. Shalom 

means health, welfare, completeness and safety. There is overlap in these etymologies 

and, while not synonyms, they are deeply related concepts. According to Rachel Zohar 

Dulin: 

Other scholars connect shalom with the verb shalem meaning complete or 

whole. It is the same root from which the words tashlum, payment, and 

shilumim, reparations, are also derived and allude to the completeness of a 

transaction. 63  

 

Shalom is both a process and rhythm that ushers in peacemaking and opportunities to 

increase equity and justice in the world, and it is also the promise of fullness to be 

obtained. And, while Dulin uses the term “transaction” to describe a layered meaning of 

                                                           
63 Rachael Zuhar, “Origins of Shalom,” The Dayton Jewish Observer, August 26, 2014, accessed September 
19, 2020, https://daytonjewishobserver.org/2014/08/origins-of-shalom/. 
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Shalom, ultimately, I would argue, this Shalom/Shabbat is less transactional, and more 

deeply rooted in a transformational paradigm. That said, it is important to note that with 

transaction there is, as Dulin states, opportunity for reparations. Before reparations, and 

before reconciliation, there must first be a reckoning and a liberation for those who have 

been held in bondage by systems and structures. Shalom is the place where newness is 

birthed and all who participate in this rhythm, whether it be humans or land and livestock 

or the whole of creation, are invited to rejoice in the fullness of God’s presence.  

It is also important to note that there is an etymological connection between the 

words Sabbath, shalom and Islam. Salaam, the Arabic word for peace, is the heart of the 

word Islam. Whereas shalom emphasizes wholeness, Islam emphasizes surrender. And 

yet both are rooted in a deep sense of God’s peace. In the increasingly complex and 

pluralistic world in which we live, it is important to identify deep interreligious 

connections as another avenue to provide a possibility for interfaith collaboration.  

Beyond etymological connections, there are also connections rooted in praxis and 

rhythm that provide a similar or shared framework. For example, many of the world’s 

religions have a day dedicated to rest and/or reflection. In Islam, Jumu’ah is the Friday 

prayer or congregational meeting. Buddhists observe regular days, depending on the 

tradition, either weekly or in accordance to lunar cycles where practitioners seek to 

cleanse their mind in an effort to cultivate greater compassion. In Judaism, it is the Friday 

evening to Sunday evening Shabbat. And the majority of Christians meet for worship on 

Sunday. Identifying shared themes, values, and practices serve to draw practitioners from 
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across religions toward a common vision for humanity and creation. And while there are 

distinct differences, it is the shared experiences that have the potential to draw together. 

Recently, my wife, Vonetta Storbakken, and I have been given the opportunity to 

develop and serve as cofounders of the Brooklyn Peace Center (BPC), which, in many 

ways, is the result of a practical and embodied Sabbath practice. In autumn 2019, Vonetta 

and I met with a conference oversight minister and the director of the Mennonite Church 

USA’s mission arm. They shared with us that our church conference, the Atlantic Coast 

Conference, owns a building located less than one mile from our home in Brooklyn, and 

they hoped that we might help to cast vision for that space. From that initial meeting 

emerged the vision for the Brooklyn Peace Center. The BPC is a practical example of a 

movement from Sabbath practice toward peace-building within a specific neighborhood. 

The initial vision for the BPC is rooted in Jesus’ peace teachings, and formed 

through deep bonds with Mennonite organizations. Mennonites are a Historic Peace 

Church connected to the Radical Reformation of the 16th century. Because Mennonites 

have suffered persecution, in large part due to their pacifist convictions, they have 

developed models, institutions, and agencies that serve to transform conflict. These 

models range from transforming interpersonal conflict to mediating global conflicts. 

Peacebuilding and nonviolent resistance are two primary characteristics of the Anabaptist 

movement. As Ibram X. Kendi writes:  

The Mennonites did not intend to leave behind one site of oppression to 

build another in America. Mennonites therefore circulated an antislavery 

petition on April 18, 1688. “There is a saying, that we shall doe to all men 

like as we will be done ourselves; making no difference of what 

generation, descent or colour they are,” they wrote. “In Europe there are 

many oppressed” for their religion, and “here those are oppressed” for 
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their “black colour.” Both oppressions were wrong. Actually, as an 

oppressor, America “surpass[ed] Holland and Germany.” Africans had the 

“right to fight for their freedom.” The 1688 Germantown Petition Against 

Slavery was the inaugural antiracist tract among European settlers in 

colonial America. Beginning with this piece, the Golden Rule would 

forever inspire the cause of White antiracists. Antiracists of all races—

whether out of altruism or intelligent self-interest—would always 

recognize that preserving racial hierarchy simultaneously preserves ethnic, 

gender, class, sexual, age, and religious hierarchies. Human hierarchies of 

any kind, they understood, would do little more than oppress all of 

humanity.64 

 

Just as true pacifism is neither passive nor inactive, but engaged and embodied, so 

too Sabbath is not merely rest but a deep transformative rhythm that serves to undo the 

yoke of oppression and create opportunity for personal and social transformation. This 

Sabbath peace resonates with both my identity as a Mennonite as well as my training in 

liberation theology. Sabbath is a vehicle for justice- and peacemaking. Sabbath calls us to 

remember the exploited and oppressed, overworked and discarded in our society, and it 

calls us to prioritize the poor, sexual minorities, immigrants, as well as the earth that 

holds all of us. It is through Sabbath that Shalom is able to more fully enter in for all.   

  

History and Context, Mission and Vision 

For centuries, in one form or fashion, Anabaptists have asked questions about the 

nature of human and church relations to the state. These classic Anabaptist questions 

about the ethics of (not) paying war taxes and resistance to military conscription and 

service may today be transformed to ask: Do armed officers and the military and prison 
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systems contribute to increased safety and security in the world? Might we do better by 

investing resources to provide greater access to those who too often have been exploited 

and abused by these fallen systems? In what ways might Anabaptists, individually and 

collectively, reckon with the reality that most of our institutions and agencies lack 

representation by people of color and in some cases have caused harm to people of 

color? And how might Anabaptists actively participate in the transformation of culture to 

create equity in relationships, and an environment of inclusion and welcome for black 

and brown bodies? 

These questions might be transferred to the specific moment in which the United 

States, and specifically New York City, finds itself. In the wake of George Floyd’s 

murder, most protestors in New York City demonstrated nonviolently. Their collective 

energy increased the call to Defund the Police and shifted budget lines in both Albany 

and New York City to better resource youth and community organizations. Rather than 

further investing in the militarization of the police, legislators are responding to the call 

to transform the systems and services that support and serve community residents. How 

might questions that Anabaptists have been wrestling with for centuries provide space or 

perhaps a catalyst to respond to the questions that have arisen in the United States in the 

last year? 

My wife, Vonetta Storbakken, and I have served as leaders and founders of 

various ministries in New York City since the early 2000s. Currently, I serve as pastor at 

Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship in the City of New York. And, alongside Vonetta, as 

cofounder/codirector of two community organizations. The first, Radical Living, was 
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formed in 2007 as a Christian cohousing community, and over the years developed into a 

youth and community organization that addresses climate change through a hyperlocal 

approach. The second organization we cofounded is the newly forming Brooklyn Peace 

Center. These organizations are each the result of a deeply committed response to felt 

needs and desires of community residents. While strategies and tactics for social change 

are necessary, our work is centered in the transformation of culture. Through this work, 

we are located, socially and theologically, at the slow budding of a deep, sustained peace 

witness in New York City.  

As Brooklyn Peace Center and its partners develop programs and services, it is 

important to continually remember the land that the building occupies. Originally, this 

land was cared for by the Lenape, the indigenous people who inhabited the East Coast 

until European colonizers and settlers arrived. As power shifted hands between the Dutch 

and the British, and eventually the American Revolution provided the way for the United 

States to come into existence, there were many waves of immigrants that moved through 

Brooklyn over the next several centuries. The building that is occupied by the Brooklyn 

Peace Center and its partners was built in the late 1800s by German Jewish immigrants as 

a Reform Jewish synagogue. This congregation worshipped in this space for many 

decades until it sold the building in 1958 to Puerto Rican Mennonites who established 

Primera Iglesia Menonita de Brooklyn (First Mennonite Church of Brooklyn). Due to 

dwindling numbers of congregants, this church disbanded in 2019.  

As stated earlier, the Atlantic Coast Conference, the denominational conference 

that holds my ordination credentials, is the owner of the building. And shortly after the 
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church was disbanded, a conference minister, which is akin to a bishop in church 

hierarchy, and a representative of Mennonite Mission Network, the church planting arm 

of the denomination, approached Vonetta and I to invite us to help cast a new vision for 

the building at 23 Marcus Garvey Blvd. We live less than one-mile from the building, 

and my wife, originally from Guyana, has lived in neighborhood for much of her life. I 

am originally from Wisconsin and have lived here for almost twenty years. As cofounder, 

and as a cisgender, white man in a majority black and brown community, it is imperative 

that I take a continual posture of repentance; actively participate in undoing racism and 

oppression; trust the voices of indigenous and local leaders; and always defer to the most 

vulnerable. It is important to do these things because this is the way that Jesus of 

Nazareth modeled and taught.  

Wrestling through the historical, Biblical, and theological lenses helps to provide 

a rich context from which to serve the community and build an organization that 

prioritizes those who currently hold emotional and social wounds as well as personal and 

collective trauma. Beginning with my place of collective trauma, a trauma, according to 

Resmaa Menaekem, forged by centuries of violence and terror in Europe, a trauma that 

was then transferred to black and brown bodies, I aim to remain mindful that Jesus was a 

brown-skinned Palestinian Jew who lived under Roman occupation his entire life. It is 

important to remember that Jesus’ birth to an unwed, teenage mom was scandalous; and 

that he ultimately was convicted of insurrection and suffered a state-sanctioned 

execution. Jesus located himself, the God-self, on the margins and underside alongside 

the perceived dearth of society. Through and through, he is Mary’s son. She sang, “God 
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has brought down rulers from their throne, and raised up the humble and lowly.” Jesus 

and Mary teach that humility and lowliness provide the way toward healing and 

wholeness. It is not the humiliated and brokenhearted who are told to stay low, but the 

high and mighty. God as Parent whose Spirit provided the catalyst for Mary to birth God 

as Human knew what they were doing when they chose Mary as Jesus’ mother and first 

teacher.  

Jesus teaches that this trauma is not to be transferred, but to be transformed so that 

we might live into the newness of God’s promises. Jesus disrupts the powers, and that too 

is part of the aim of the BPC. The BPC provides classes, workshops and trainings in 

peacemaking and peacebuilding for community residents; it serves as an arts and culture 

space with the mission of promoting (and, at times, agitating for) peace; and it is an 

umbrella for youth and community organizations.  

The Brooklyn Peace Center is located in the heart of Brooklyn in the Bedford-

Stuyvesant neighborhood, on the immediate border with the Bushwick and Williamsburg 

neighborhoods. This is an eclectic neighborhood with diverse cultures and peoples from 

across the socio-economic spectrum. Opportunities for outreach and welcome, as well as 

ministry opportunities, include Woodhull Hospital and the Tompkins Housing Projects, 

and also other new and long-time residents. The Brooklyn Peace Center (501c3) is a 

collaborative project of Mennonite Mission Network, the Atlantic Coast Conference of 

the Mennonite Church USA, and Brooklyn residents. The BPC’s (working) mission 

statement is as follows:  

The Brooklyn Peace Center is an asset-based community organization that 

aims to promote and embody peace in Brooklyn and beyond by equipping 
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community residents with the necessary resources, tools and opportunities 

to become peacebuilders. 

 

In many ways, the BPC is the overflow of a deeply formed Sabbath practice. The 

BPC is one manifestation of the in-breaking peaceable kindom. According to the Fourth 

Commandment of the Decalogue, Sabbath is to God and for the following: adult men and 

women, youth and children, servants (from the enslaved to the working class laborers), 

and immigrants. The BPC is the place where all genders, as well as the young and 

elderly, immigrant and native-born are able to be equipped with the skills of peacemaking 

and peacebuilding. The BPC aims to create space, programs and opportunities for God’s 

Sabbath people (i.e., those named in the Fourth Commandment) to enter into a deep 

rhythm of liberation and renewal. This occurs through a wide range of partnerships and 

community-based pedagogies.  

 

Partnerships and Pedagogies 

The BPC provides distinct programs, such as training opportunities as well as arts 

and culture events, to promote the theme of peace. The BPC will form formal and 

informal partnerships with community residents and organizations to provide film 

screenings, author talks, art exhibitions, and more activities that are in alignment with its 

values and vision. The BPC will also serve as the umbrella under which peace agencies 

and faith communities gather to build a more peaceable world. And through partnerships 

with organizations, such as Eastern Mennonite University’s Center for Justice and 

Peacebuilding, the BPC will provide classes and workshops on conflict transformation 

and peacebuilding. In particular, youth and community organizations, such as Radical 
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Living and the NY Mennonite Immigration Program (NYMIP), help the BPC to embody 

a Sabbath witness in our world. These partner agencies share space, such as offices, the 

sanctuary, and fellowship hall, to provide services and support to the local community.  

Radical Living was initially formed as a Christian cohousing community in 2007. 

After seven years the cohousing community dissolved, and Vonetta and I transformed 

Radical Living into a nonprofit (501c3) community organization. Radical Living 

embodies Sabbath principles by providing a means for youth (i.e., sons and daughters) 

and their families to participate in creation stewardship. God said to Moses on Sinai that 

Sabbath is for “your son [and] daughter.” And as Sabbath develops throughout the 

scriptures, land and livestock are also ensured rest. Currently, Radical Living is a garden-

to-table youth program that provides free services and programs to Brooklyn youth and 

families. The following is the vision statement of Radical Living: 

Radical Living envisions a sustainable society that lives in harmony with 

the earth’s ecology and protects the living world on which it depends; a 

world where the systems of power and domination that threaten and 

marginalize whole segments of society are dismantled; where black and 

brown and all children, poor and working poor families, the LGBTQ 

community, and all immigrants, are valued and strengthened to 

meaningfully participate in a beloved world community.65 

 

Bedford-Stuyvesant was once considered the largest ghetto in the nation. Currently, 1 out 

of every 3 children in Bed-Stuy live in food insecure households. And 35% of individuals 

are living below the poverty line. Bed-Stuy residents are 3 times more likely to consume 

sugary beverages compared to other NYC neighborhoods, which has contributed to the 

                                                           
65 “About,” Radical Living, November 6, 2018, accessed September 19, 2020, https://radical-
living.org/about/. 
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statistic that the diabetes rate is nearly triple the U.S. rate. And the asthma hospitalization 

rate among children in Bed-Stuy is among the highest in the city. Radical Living provides 

opportunities to learn about healthy food choices and healthy living, and also to 

participate as change agents in the community. By equipping and encouraging youth and 

community residents with necessary skills and resources, youth and families are able to 

make real change where they live in ways that impact the world. 

Another BPC partner is the New York Mennonite Immigration Program. The 

NYMIP embodies Sabbath principles as it directly services immigrants in the community, 

thus providing space to meet the needs and provide support to another group whom God 

declared protected, “the alien residents in your towns.” NYMIP provides free legal 

services three days per week and serves as… 

…a resource for immigrant families and their friends. Our mission is to 

provide direct services, care and referrals with dignity, compassion and 

excellence. This program is for immigrant families who need a resource 

network as they navigate the legal system and provisional care for dignity 

and stability.66 

 

NYMIP provides resources and support in the form of trauma care, Know Your Rights 

education, personal and family care, and referrals. NYMIP and Radical Living meet the 

immediate needs of the community and provides supports to the vulnerable. Yet, these 

agencies transcend the charity modality and serve as social change agents as clients and 

participants are invited to participate in the movement for change. Providing resources, 

services, and programs to the vulnerable members of the Brooklyn community is a result 

                                                           
66 “Pathways to Dignity,” accessed September 19, 2020, New York Mennonite Immigration Program, 
https://www.nymip.org/pathways-to-dignity.html. 
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of the overflow of a Sabbath practice, and aims to provide the means so that others might 

also have the opportunity to enter into a Sabbath rhythm that both provides rest and also 

movement for social change.  

Other opportunities for engagement and social transformation include the launch 

of the Peace Café & Thrift Store. This project is sponsored by the Mennonite Central 

Committee, and organized by local community residents, most of whom attend the black 

and Latinx Mennonite churches in the city. The Peace Café & Thrift Store is a social 

enterprise that will generate jobs and provide revenue for the community. And on 

Sundays, the BPC hosts two churches: Brooklyn Peace Church (a new church plant) and 

Believers Mennonite Garifuna Ministries (BMGM). Both NYMIP and BMGM have 

provided services at the BPC for about three years, even before the launch of the BPC. As 

partners, they will continue to operate and serve the community from the newly 

developed BPC. As the BPC aims to be interfaith, there will also be opportunity to 

provide space for other congregations, such as Jewish and Muslim faith communities, to 

use or share space, if they have need.  

 

Becoming a Peace Community 

Vonetta and I have been shaped and formed by a Sabbath rhythm. It has helped to 

provide the paradigm by which we experience the world and our lived reality. Although 

we were not yet aware of the Sabbath rhythm, our marriage and ministry began in a 
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Sabbath year. In 2007, which, according to Jewish Virtual Library67, was a Sabbath year, 

a shmita, Vonetta and I were married and we officially entered into ministry. We opened 

our brownstone home to other followers of Jesus’ teachings, and formed Radical Living, 

a Christian cohousing community that, for the next seven years, provided the space for 

dozens of people to explore what it means to be a disciple and to live in Christian 

community. Radical Living existed in this form for seven years.  

The next Sabbath year, 2014, was a significant year in our lives and ministry. My 

first book, Radical Spirituality: Repentance, Resistance, Revolution (Orbis), was 

published. And we made the decision to disband and discontinue the cohousing 

community. Vonetta had recently finished her master’s degree in urban environmental 

systems management from Pratt Institute. And I was halfway through my Master of 

Divinity at Union Theological Seminary in the City of New York. We were both 

exhausted, although not fully aware of that exhaustion until we were given the 

opportunity to rest. That opportunity came in the form of the beginning of our family’s 

Sabbath practice. We have since practiced Sabbath every week, in one form or fashion, 

over these last almost seven years. During this time, I completed the Master of Divinity 

program at Union and wrote a second book Bowery Mission: Grit and Grace on 

Manhattan’s Oldest Street (Plough, 2019). And Vonetta and I transformed Radical 

Living into a garden-to-table youth program that recently completed its fourth year of 

providing summer programs for Brooklyn youth and the community.  

                                                           
67 “Israeli Traditions,” accessed September 19, 2020, https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/shmita-jewish-
virtual-library.  
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As we prepare to enter the next Sabbath year, 2021, we are very mindful of the 

importance of participating in this deep rhythm. The Brooklyn Peace Center will serve as 

a hub of activities that are the direct result of our Sabbath practice. The space will 

provide arts & culture events, educational opportunities, and there will be ample 

opportunities for community residents to both receive services and also volunteer with 

partner organizations to serve and support vulnerable members of the community. The 

Brooklyn Peace Center aims to be a transformational space where community residents 

are able to receive skills and experience in peacemaking and peacebuilding and, in turn, 

teach others these skills. As Paolo Freire writes, “Whoever teaches learns in the act of 

teaching, and whoever learns teaches in the act of learning.”68  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
68 Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of Freedom: Ethics, Democracy, and Civic Courage (Lanham, MD: Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers, 2001), 16. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

CONCLUSION: A TRANSFORMATION THAT BEGINS WITH REST 

 Sabbath is an ancient, deeply transformative practice that, unfortunately, is 

considered by many Christians to be either an archaic Biblical law or usurped by the 

Sunday meeting for worship. Because Sabbath is more often perceived to be a 

recommendation rather than a commandment of God, this misunderstanding has caused 

many Christians to both miss out on the Sabbath blessing and also limit the 

eschatological imagination where the Sabbath rhythm, which culminates in the Jubilee, is 

the centerpiece of a personal, but also social and cosmic liberation. The gift of Sabbath 

requires a willingness to cease from doing and enter into a space of intentional, 

restorative being. To understand Sabbath, it is important to exegete scripture, locate 

Sabbath in the social/historical/cultural context, and, for Christians, to focus Sabbath 

through a Jesus hermeneutics. To get to the roots of Sabbath practice is to wrestle with 

the deeply transformative nature of Sabbath, its personal and social implications, and also 

its space-time connection. Sabbath by its very nature is designed to transform persons, 

society, the earth, and creation.  

 The practice of Sabbath is evidenced from Genesis through the Christian 

Scriptures. On the seventh day, after creation was birthed by a Holy God, this Creator-

God chose to rest. When Moses and the Hebrew people were liberated from Egypt, 

Moses met God on Mount Sinai where God gave him the Ten Commandments. Among 

these commandments, God provided the Sabbath commandment: “Remember the sabbath 

day, and keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all your work.” And as the Bible 
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develops, the Sabbath rhythm takes on new layers of meaning for God’s people. The 

weekly Sabbath joins with a Sabbath year that occurs every seven years, called the 

shmita. And every seven shmitas there is the Jubilee, a year of complete liberation and 

restoration. 

 The aim of Sabbath is holistic. Sabbath is to God, and for the whole of humanity, 

especially the most vulnerable, youth (whom had little or no value in ancient society), 

slaves, and immigrants/foreigners, as well as the earth and all of her inhabitants, 

including the animals. When we root Sabbath practice in the Biblical precedence, and 

seek to keep in mind and heart those for whom Sabbath is intended, we enter into a 

deeply liberating and restorative rhythm. By centering this practice in Jesus’ teaching and 

example provides the means by which Christians are able to participate in a rhythm that 

is Christ-centered and rooted in scriptures.  

For Christians to understand Sabbath, we must wrestle with Jesus’ Sabbath 

practice and teachings, and the fact that Jerusalem’s religious ruling elite initially sought 

to have Jesus executed on charges that he was a Sabbath-breaker. This charge did not 

hold, but the charge of insurrection stuck and he was ultimately executed. Following 

Jesus’ Sabbath journey helps us to understand the importance of practicing a radical 

Sabbath that cares for the poor, hungry, sick and disabled. Grasping the reality that there 

is a connection between Sabbath and subversion is essential. Jesus teaches us that 

Sabbath is not merely for the purpose of self-care, although that benefit is clearly evident. 

Through a Jesus hermeneutics we discover that Sabbath is a holistic approach to 

participating in the renewal of self, society and creation. 
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Jesus’ ministry begins with a Jubilee proclamation. At the start of his ministry, 

upon returning to the synagogue where he spent his formative years in Nazareth, Jesus 

reads the Isaiah text: “I have come to preach Good News to the poor, set the captives 

free, bind up the brokenhearted, and liberate the oppressed.” And when he sat down, he 

proclaimed this is the year of the Lord’s favor (i.e. this is the Jubilee!). Jesus’ ministry 

held a deep Sabbath vision that caused many to stumble, and ultimately the religious 

ruling elite’s misunderstanding of Jesus’ Sabbath practice was the charge they attempted 

to hang him with. In the Hebrew Scriptures, those who do not keep Sabbath may be 

punished by death. Yet, when we apply a Jesus hermeneutics we begin to grasp the 

deeper implied meanings of death. For example, in Matthew 5:27-28, Jesus says, “You 

have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ But I say to you that 

everyone who looks at a woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in his 

heart.” And he says (vv. 21-22, NRSV),  

You have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, ‘You shall not 

murder’; and ‘whoever murders shall be liable to judgment.’ But I say to 

you that if you are angry with a brother or sister, you will be liable to 

judgment; and if you insult a brother or sister, you will be liable to the 

council; and if you say, ‘You fool,’ you will be liable to the hell of fire. 

 

Jesus’ teachings get to the heart of the matter. The physical act of adultery and 

murder begin with the intentions of the heart. Similarly, Jesus might say that 

Sabbath-breaking is the rejection of God’s gift of life and rest-oration, and by 

rejecting God’s gift we invite into our lives death and despair, injustice and 

inequity, and the possibility that we will then transfer exploitation and oppression 

to others, thus causing significant harm to ourselves and others. 
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 Jesus gets to the radical nature of Sabbath. It is life-giving, and if we 

refuse that which gives life we likely will find ourselves drawn toward that which 

brings death. Jesus plainly says, “Enter through the narrow gate; for the gate is 

wide and the road is easy that leads to destruction, and there are many who take it. 

For the gate is narrow and the road is hard that leads to life, and there are few who 

find it.” (Matthew 7:13, NRSV) Wendell Berry explains why the gate must be 

narrow in a stanza of one of his Sabbath poems. 

Why must the gate be narrow? 

Because you cannot pass beyond it burdened. 

To come in among these trees you must leave behind 

the six days’ world, all of it, all of its plans and hopes. 

You must come without weapon or tool, alone, 

expecting nothing, remembering nothing, 

into the ease of sight, the brotherhood of eye and leaf.69 

 

 My denominational identity as a Mennonite roots me in the Radical Anabaptist 

tradition. The early Anabaptist movement leaders identified as radicals because they 

sought to get to the roots of Jesus’ teachings. This tradition coupled with my training in 

liberation theology under James Cone and Cornel West at Union Theological Seminary in 

the City of New York creates a unique lens through which to wrestle with Sabbath 

practice. My tradition and training have caused me to seek to know why, among the Ten 

Commandments, that Sabbath has been separated out for Christians. This question has 

brought me to the fourth century church that was governed by non-Jewish Christians who 

held an anti-Semitic bias, which resulted in the Council of Laodicea discouraging any 

Christian from practicing Sabbath, lest they be Judaizers. And yet it is Jesus who claims 

                                                           
69 Wendell Berry, This Day: Sabbath Poems Collected and New 1979-2013, (Berkeley: Counterpoint, 2014). 
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to be Lord of Sabbath, and tells his followers that Sabbath was made for humanity. 

Christians today must do the work to provide a corrective to both the anti-Semitism of 

our religious forbears as well as lean into the deep implications for keeping Sabbath. A 

radical spirituality and liberation theology helps us to move the church forward by getting 

to the roots of Sabbath practice and by helping Christians remember who Sabbath is for. 

  Sabbath is an invitation for all to enter into this rhythm, yet God is clear to name 

and invite those whom landowners and the privileged too often tend to exploit and abuse, 

namely the young, slaves, livestock and immigrants. In this commandment, labor rights 

are issued and these groups are protected by God. On Sinai, God plainly tells Moses for 

whom Sabbath is for: “But the seventh day is a sabbath to the Lord your God; you shall 

not do any work—you, your son or your daughter, your male or female slave, your 

livestock, or the alien resident in your towns.” Sabbath expands the consciousness of all 

who participate in this great rhythm to be in flow with creation and the God who breathed 

creation into being.  

It is important to be clear that God both invites and chooses. Like the prophetic 

specificity of Black Lives Matter, God names and chooses those that God is for and 

provides harsh judgement for those persons and forces that seek to do harm to those 

already vulnerable. Deferring to the most vulnerable is a principle that exists through the 

canon. Sabbath is both revolutionary and restorative, and aims to overturn and subvert 

rhythms, days, and times that seek to dominate, subdue and create violence, by building 

in a rest, an opportunity for healing, health and restoration. As the psalmist writes, “God 

is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.” (46:1, NRSV) God provides a 
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place of refuge and rest, as well as strength and an increased resilience that comes 

through participation in God’s sacred rhythm. God provides a help for those who are 

vulnerable and exposed to trouble. As God chooses to defend the vulnerable and 

oppressed, God creates deep rhythms of resistance and re-ordering.  

 As the Sabbath rhythm develops toward Shmita and Jubilee, the rights and 

protections of vulnerable groups is expanded into full liberation. In the Holiness Codes of 

Leviticus, this Sabbath rhythms develops into a social revolution where homes are 

restored to the displaced, all debts are canceled, slaves are emancipated, and the land and 

livestock, and the whole of the earth is provided rest.  

The Jubilee creates a new world, a society founded in equity and a refreshed 

creation. And yet, historically, seldom has this rhythm been subscribed to. As Jesus said, 

“The poor you will always have with you.” (Matthew 26:11, NRSV) In this passage, 

Jesus is referencing an earlier book of the Bible, which reads, “Since there will never 

cease to be some in need on the earth, I therefore command you, Open your hand to the 

poor and needy neighbor in your land.” (Deuteronomy 15:11, NRSV) This chapter of 

Scripture in the NRSV is entitled, “Laws Concerning the Sabbatical Year.” Sabbath is the 

rhythm that resets and restores society and the world, and yet this practice has seldom  

been observed to the benefit of those for whom Sabbath is intended.  

Those who live and work in the margins and liminal spaces often are creative out 

of necessity, due to limited resources and a lack of access. Thus, how a person enters into 

this sacred rhythm looks different for people in different segments of society. In my work 

at the Bowery Mission, I have wrestled with how to introduce Sabbath to the unemployed 
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and homeless, and those who struggle with mental illness, including substance abuse. 

Through trauma-informed spiritual formation practices, and an open perspective of 

Sabbath rhythms, I, along with the spiritual formation team at the Mission, have 

incorporated contemplative pauses as an introduction to Sabbath. These contemplative 

pauses take the form of practices, such as Lectio Divina and Centering Prayer. Providing 

a space and a time that allows guests and frontline workers to move beyond our current 

notions of space and time, opens opportunities for restorative practices that lead to 

healing, improved health, and the possibility of reorienting one’s self toward a deeper 

understanding of self and one’s relationship to God, others, and the earth. It is a gift when 

staff and guests participate in these rhythms together and thus enact building of the 

beloved community on earth as it is in heaven. 

Sabbath and contemplative practices provide participants with new skills and 

experiences that serve to reduce stress and alleviate anxiety, and also provide a means by 

which to enter into the presence of a God who restores and protects, nourishes and 

upbuilds. Simple practices, such as breathwork, silence, and stillness serve to provide a 

path toward a new world for each participant individually and also socially, especially 

when intentionally framed within a liberating social construct. These practices are often, 

but not always, new to those experiencing homelessness, as well as staff. These 

mindfulness practices are becoming increasingly popular within and beyond Christian 

circles. And for those who follow the teachings of Jesus, it is essential that these 

contemplative practices are framed by and rooted in a liberating Biblical context. This 
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liberating Biblical and theological imagination allows for possibilities and new 

understandings of how the church, or ekklesia, might manifest in the 21st century.  

 

Building Community, Building Movement 

 The last stage of my writing has been framed by the death of George Floyd (May 

25, 2020) and the shooting of Jacob Blake (August 23, 2020). As I have spent the last few 

months completing this thesis, the world has been ravaged by COVID-19. The social 

fabric of the United States has been unsettled by police violence. U.S. cities, such as 

Portland and Kenosha, are burning. The political rhetoric is vitriol. And the people 

remain divided. Institutions, such as the police, and documents, like the U.S. 

Constitution, once held as pillars of the union are crumbling under critique. The history 

of the policing system in the United States is being exposed. As Victor E. Kappeler 

writes in A Brief History of Slavery and the Origins of American Policing:  

The institution of slavery and the control of minorities, however, were two 

of the more formidable historic features of American society shaping early 

policing. Slave patrols and Night Watches, which later became modern 

police departments, were both designed to control the behaviors of 

minorities. 70  

 

Whole movements of people are no longer blindly accepting that it is a given that the 

police are a common good. Community organizations and local and state-wide politicians 

and officials are wrestling with alternatives to policing, and exploring new ways to create 

safe and healthy communities.  

                                                           
70 Victor E. Kappeler, “A Brief History of Slavery and the Origins of American Policing,” Police Studies 
Online, Eastern Kentucky University, accessed September 19, 2020, 
https://plsonline.eku.edu/insidelook/brief-history-slavery-and-origins-american-policing.  
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While policing in the U.S. is being challenged, so too are the founding documents 

of this country. For example, the introductory words of the U.S. Constitution “We the 

people…” and the words of the Declaration of Independence that “all men are created 

equal” struggle to maintain integrity under historical and social scrutiny. Because those 

words systematically excluded the indigenous people, Black people, the poor, and 

women, these words ring hollow to those who suffer under a capitalistic, hyper-

militarized, white supremacist system. Many are now resisting mythologizing the United 

States and are beginning to reckon with our shared history. 

Brooklyn Peace Center is emerging as a community resource and a response to 

the current system of policing. By proactively providing resources to community 

residents in peacebuilding and conflict transformation, as well as developing arts and 

culture events, the BPC is dedicated to promoting, embodying and, at times, agitating for 

peace. BPC’s partner agencies continue to provide concrete services to local residents, 

such as immigrants, and youth and families. Yet, questions remain. How might the BPC 

best respond to community needs and provide a space that promotes community health 

and peacebuilding? How will the BPC serve to equip community residents and 

stakeholders to serve as peacemakers and peacebuilders? And, further, how might these 

community residents who have been trained in peacemaking then become teachers to 

other community residents?  

If peace is to take root in the hearts of community residents and in the heart of the 

community as a whole, it is essential for students of peacemaking to share their skills 

with others. In the 1960s, Brazilian educator Paolo Freire created a literacy program for 
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the poorest communities in Brazil. This program provided a model for other community-

based learning programs. Paolo Freire writes in Pedagogy of the Oppressed:  

No pedagogy which is truly liberating can remain distant from the 

oppressed by treating them as unfortunates and by presenting for their 

emulation models from among the oppressors. The oppressed must be 

their own example in the struggle for their redemption.71 

 

While it is of utmost importance to equip community residents to become 

peacebuilders, it is also important to create a space for residents to gain skills in areas that 

will help to sustain them throughout their lives and throughout their work. In these trying 

times, when the city and much of the world has come to a standstill – when there is such 

heaviness and heartbrokenness – there is opportunity for us to be intentional in slowing 

down and choosing to enter into a restorative rhythm. Sabbath is the space where 

newness is birthed, and all who participate in this rhythm of restoration and re-creation, 

whether it be humans or land and livestock or the whole of creation, are able to rejoice in 

the fullness of God’s presence.  

It is important to develop vehicles, systems and movements that provide the 

means by which Sabbath might break forth more fully into this world and into the lives of 

those who are worn and weary by the ways of the world. BPC aims to embody a 

liberative, communal, deeply contextual practice and invitation to Sabbath.  

  In Genesis 1 and 2, we meet the Creator God who breathes creation, heavens and 

earth, humans and all earthly inhabitants, into being. We meet the God who rests. After 

six days of creating, this deity ceases from all doing, and sets the precedence for the 

                                                           
71 Paulo Freire. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2014, 54. 
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necessity and importance of rest. Our translations of the Bible, and of these ancient 

stories, provide only a glimpse of the authors’ experience and worldview. For example, 

from Genesis 1 through Genesis 2:3, the word that we generically translate as “God” in 

this passage, in its original Hebrew, is Elohim, which essentially means "them from 

above." The "im" suffix makes it plural. The pronoun for Elohim is usually translated as a 

singular "he", but the pronoun "they" may better reflect the plural nature of God. Some 

interpret this plural form of the monotheistic God as a foreshadow of the trinity. Others 

interpret it to be more like a royal “we.” Scholars and theologians debate the meanings 

and “correct” interpretations and understandings of such passages. Mystics and the 

devout meditate upon these words in an effort to enter into God’s presence. Yet, in the 

midst of these musings, it is significant that we meet a God who chooses to rest. And for 

the entirety of the Holy Scriptures, this passage serves as the foundational text for an 

invitation to be like God, to slow down and rest.   

The practice of Sabbath begins in Genesis and continues through the Christian 

Scriptures. And in the Gospels, we meet a Jesus who practices and interprets Sabbath in a 

way that disrupts conventional understanding of this holy day. In Matthew 2:23-28, 

Jesus’ disciples were hungry. And as they plucked heads of corn on their journey, the 

religious folks show up to judge him. They call Jesus’ disciples Sabbath-breakers. “They 

are doing what is not lawful!” And Jesus then tells the religious leaders the story of 

David, not yet the king, but an outlaw.  

At this point in David’s career, he is on the run from Saul, first king of Israel, who 

is seeking to kill him. David is hiding with his followers in caves and even in enemy 
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camps to avoid confrontation with Saul. David’s followers are hungry and so he enters 

the house of God and meets the priest and asks (1 Samuel 21:1-9, NRSV), “Now 

therefore, what have you on hand? Give me five loaves of bread in my hand, or whatever 

can be found.” The priest replies, “There is no common bread on hand; but there is holy 

bread.” This holy bread consisted of twelve loaves placed every Sabbath in the temple 

and eaten by the priests at the end of the week. This bread, when eaten, was considered to 

be shared with the deity. David understands the greater value and states plainly, “the 

young men are holy, and the bread is in effect common.” And thus the priest provided 

David and his men the holy bread. 

Jesus, in this passage, identifies not with David the king, but David the brigand, 

David the outlaw, David who is persecuted, and David who remains faithful to the higher 

purpose for which he has been called even when that means he will be ostracized and 

considered forsaken by so many. It is during this meeting with the Pharisees that Jesus 

says (Mark 2:27-28, NRSV): “The sabbath was made for humankind, and not humankind 

for the sabbath; so the Human One is lord even of the sabbath.” Sabbath is a gift, 

handmade by God, for humanity. And, like forgiveness (and even salvation), Sabbath is 

freely offered and free to be received.  

All are invited to enter into the Sabbath rhythm. In these trying times when many 

of us often feel overwhelmed by the world’s woes, it is right to receive this gift from 

God. This is a time for each of us to become the architect of our own interior person. 

Jesus invites us, reminds us: “The kindom of God is within you.” This “architecture” 

often begins with introspection. By looking within ourselves, we discover that God is 
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already with us, and loves us, and desires all good for all of us. The resources we need to 

develop this interior person are already within us, as well, and they are in abundance. 

Some of these resources include stillness and silence, breathwork, sitting well, and 

cultivating presence. Jesus calls us to enter the inner room and pray to the One who 

reigns over all creation. The scriptures say that God has prepared a room or mansion for 

each of us. May we be intentional in designing this interior space. God is there waiting.  

 And so we listen for the resounding trumpets. Rest as if all the work is finished. 

Trust the One who breathed creation into being. Know that the Holy One also rests, 

releases, restores, and re-creates. And, in resting and feasting, we re-member those for 

whom Sabbath is not a given. We re-member the immigrants, refugees, and strangers. We 

re-member men and women, and those who are gender non-binary; we re-member the 

young and the aged. We re-member the oppressed and exploited; we re-member the 

animals and livestock. And we re-member the land beneath our feet. The earth herself. 

That together we may join with creation’s chorus to sing, Jubilee! 
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